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ABSTRACT

Cadherins are calcium-dependent molecules that play essential roles in embryonic
development, tissue morphogenesis, and cancer progression. Epithelial (E-) cadherin is present at
adherens junctions, structures that are important for maintaining tissue integrity. At adherens
junctions, cell–cell adhesion complexes are formed as clusters of cadherin dimers through
strand-swapped dimerization between two interacting protomers from adherent cells. Recently, a
number of studies of dimer formation of E-cadherin supported a two-step adhesive binding
model. First, an inter-molecular initial encounter complex (X-dimer) forms at the linker region of
the first two extracellular domains, EC1 and EC2. Next, strand-swap dimerization occurs via
exchange or “swap” of the βA-strands at the EC1 interface between two E-cadherin protomers
from opposing cells. In this new model, the formation of the transient X-dimer intermediate
juxtaposes the EC1 domains of interacting protomers to facilitate the formation of a mature
strand-swapped adhesive dimer.
Our interest is in understanding the molecular components in E-cadherin that are
responsible for fast dimer assembly and disassembly. Particular interest is residue K14, which is
proposed to have an interaction with D138 on the partner protomer, an ionic interaction that
stabilizes the X-dimer interface. While the wild type protein displays behavior characteristic of a
rapidly exchanging monomer-dimer equilibrium, the mutant K14E exhibits slow exchange
kinetics presumably due to electrostatic repulsion between E in position 14 and D138. Current
ii

studies investigate whether it is the loss of K in position 14, or the gain of E that creates the
kinetic barrier to dimer: monomer exchange.
In this study, we investigated the link between Ca2+-dependent disassembly kinetics of an
X-interface mutant by studying three mutants at position 14, K14A, K14E, and K14S. We
measured the effect of these mutations on the structure and function of E-cadherin. Thermal
denaturation studies showed that these mutants have identical stability as found for WT protein.
The results of size exclusion chromatography indicated that the constructs had similar
dimerization dissociation constants to WT (~100 µM; K14S- Kd =155 ± 12 µM; K14A- Kd = 143
± 10 µM; K14E- Kd = 91 ± 13 µM). Similarly, the calcium binding affinity was identical to WT
for these mutants. These data imply that K14 is not required for equilibrium properties Ecadherin. However, as evident from size exclusion chromatography, all three K14 mutants
exhibited slow dimer exchange, a result that conclusively indicates that K14 is required for rapid
dimerization kinetics observed in WT E-cadherin.
In similar studies of the significance of residues C9 and P10 located at base of the βA
strand of the strand-swapped interface, these residues were mutated to investigate their role in
strand-swapped dimerization. These mutations had a more profound effect on the basic
properties of E-cadherin. The P10A mutation affected the stability of both the first and second
domains of E-cadherin, creating a denaturation profile very similar to that seen for neural
cadherin. Both mutations decreased the calcium binding affinity of two-domain construct,
indicating the sensitivity of the calcium binding affinity to residues in binding interface, but not
directly involved in chelating calcium. While neither C9A nor P10A affected the kinetics of
dimerization, double mutants at position 9 and 14 (C9A/K14A; C9A/K14E, and C9A/K14S)
indicated that these K14 mutants had different effects on the kinetics of dimerization than the
iii

same K14 mutations had in WT E-cadherin. Taken in total, we conclude that 1) the effect of
mutations at K14 depends on the local environment of the mutation, and 2) the identity of
residues at the base of the βA-strand has pervasive effects on the equilibria of adhesive
dimerization.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE OF CADHERINS

I. INTRODUCTION OF CADHERINS
Cadherins are a large family of cell surface transmembrane proteins that mediate cell-cell
adhesion. They are found in a wide array of species ranging from invertebrates to vertebrates 1-4.
Cadherins play fundamental roles in tissue development, and participate in many biological
processes including cell adhesion, cell morphogenesis 5, synapse formation between neurons and
specificity in the central nervous system 6-9, physical homeostasis of mature tissues 10-12, as well
in pathological conditions such as cancer 5.
Cadherins are Ca2+-dependent cell–cell adhesion proteins that play crucial roles in the
functional organization of cells and in maintaining the structural integrity of solid tissues. They
regulate cellular homeostatic processes such as embryonic development and maintain adult tissue
architecture

1, 8, 13

. During embryonic development, cadherins control cell layer separation 1, the

formation of tissue boundaries 14, cell differentiation, cell shape 15, 16, growth and migration 17. In
adult tissues, cadherins are involved in cell growth, maintenance of tissues architecture,
prevention of the dissociation of cells, and regulation of solute and water movement across the
cell layer 18, 19. Defects that alter adhesion lead to diverse diseases such as cardiovascular disease
and metastatic cancers. Abnormal cadherin expression and cell adhesion defects including
1

mutations in calcium-binding sites contribute to carcinomas arising in many different epithelial
tissues 19-23.
II. CLASSICAL CADHERINS
The cadherin superfamily is subdivided into multiple subfamilies based on the number
and arrangement of extracellular (EC) domains 24. The most well understood subfamilies are type
I cadherins, or classical cadherins and type II cadherins, or non-classical cadherins. They differ
in the structure of the major regions of the proteins. Classical cadherins are typically expressed
broadly in epithelia, whereas non-classical cadherins are mainly found in the nervous system and
vasculature

25-27

. Classical cadherins are named according to the tissues in which they

predominate. Accordingly, E-, N-, P-, R- cadherins are derived from epithelial, neural, placental,
and retinal tissues, respectively.
Classical cadherins share a common structure that consists of three major regions, the
extracellular region, a single transmembrane segment, and a cytoplasmic region (Figure 1.1).
The extracellular region consists of five tandemly repeated extracellular domains of
approximately 110 amino acids each, for which the distal domain is EC1 and the proximal one is
EC5. Homophilic adhesive binding between classical cadherins occurs through interactions
between the N-terminal EC1 domains identical cadherins emanating from adjacent cells, and is
the key event required for cell adhesion 28-31. A transmembrane segment precedes a cytoplasmic
region that interacts with catenins, proteins which mediate cadherin’s interaction with actin
filament

32

. Three Ca2+ ions are coordinated at the linker regions between successive EC

domains, functioning to stabilize a rigid, curved shape of the entire the extracellular region. This
shape supports interaction with other cadherin protomers, resulting in adhesion 33-35.

2

Figure 1.1. General structure of classical cadherin.
The extracellular domains consist of five tandem repeats, EC1-CE5, are represented as blue ovals. Three calcium
ions (orange) bind residues at the interface of successive domain. The cytoplasmic domain (grey waved bar) is
shown with cytoplasmic binding partners that mediate the interaction with the actin cytoskeleton.

III. ADHERENS JUNCTIONS
Cells in tissues are connected to one another, and to the extracellular matrix by various
types of cellular junctions. Adhesion between epithelial cells is generally mediated by three types
of junctions: tight junctions (TJs), adherens junctions (AJs), and desmosomes, which together
constitute the intercellular junctional complex (Figure 2A and 2B)36. Here, we highlight
adherens junctions, specialized cadherin-based adhesive contacts important for tissue
organization in developing and adult organisms 37.

3

C

Figure 1.2. Schematic Diagram and Electron micrographs of Adherens Junctions
Schematic diagram of intercellular junctions between two epithelial cells. Cobalt blue rods represent
extracellular domains of E-cadherin in adherens junctions The small cytoplasmic circles represent the actin
cytoskeleton. (B) Electron micrograph of the ultrastructure of adherens junctions, desmosomes, and tight
junctions between two murine intestinal epithelial cells 36. (C) Electron microscopy of adherens junctions of
intestinal epithelial cell of mouse. The electron microscopy reveals that the intercellular space of adherens
junctions is connected by numerous cylinder-like cadherin molecules (white arrow) 38.

Adherens junctions are cell–cell adhesion complexes that are formed by clusters of
dimers of classical cadherins (Figure 2C)38,

39

. They are characterized by defined inter-

membrane spacing, such that apposed cell membranes appear parallel, and by cytoplasmic
plaques that link to F-actin

40, 41

. Adherens junctions are required to maintain the physical

association between cells in organized tissue, as their disruption causes loosening of cell–cell
contacts, leading to disorganization of tissue architecture 11, 37, 42.
IV. EPITHELIAL CADHERIN
Epithelial cadherin is one of the best-characterized members in the classical cadherin
family. Its function extends to multiple aspects of tissue morphogenesis, including cell-cell
recognition and sorting, boundary formation and maintenance, coordinated cell movements,
maintenance of structural and functional cell tissue and the formation of various tissues and
4

organs

1, 2, 13, 43, 44

. It is involved in morphogenic processes such as embryonic cell layer

separation (Figure 1.3). Defective expression of epithelial cadherin correlates with increased
invasiveness in many human tumor cell types 45-47.

Figure 1.3. Epithelial cadherins cells of mouse embryo.
An early mouse embryo. The second panel exhibited the 8-cell of the embryo started expressing E-cadherin.
Figure 19-5, Molecular Biology of the Cell, (Garland Science 2008)

V. HIGH-RESOLUTION STRUCTURE OF FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS IN ECADHERIN
In the 1990s, due to innovation and improvement in experimental technology, NMR
spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography were utilized on fragments of cadherins to yield high
resolution structural information. Studies revealed the details of structure in term of domain
topology, tertiary structure, adhesive interfaces, calcium-binding sites, and positions of
conserved residues. Figure 1.4 shows two views of a crystal structure of the first two
ectodomains of E-cadherin (Methionine-ECAD 12; M-ECAD 12). Each modular EC domain
contains seven β strands labeled A to G, a common folding, but not identical sequences. These
crystal images revealed details of folding of β strands, key residues at the N-terminus, locations
of calcium-binding sites, the positions of calcium ions at linker regions, and the adhesive
interface. The crystalized M-ECAD12 fragment illustrated the folding of seven β strands the
5

structural details of an additional methionine at the end of N-terminal, the aromatic rings of Trp
2 (W2) which are docked into the hydrophobic pocket of its own protomer. As we shall see, in
studies 15 years after this one, this structure was identified as the X-dimer, a transient
intermediate that facilitates the swapping of the βA-strand.

Figure 1.4. Crystal structures of M-ECAD 12 ectodomains. Two mono-views of the same structure rotated 90°
(PDB code 1EDH). Seven β strands are labeled from A to G. calcium ions are represented as yellow spheres. The
protein, M-ECAD 12 has an additional methionine at the N-terminus, an artifact of cloning. The side chains of Met(1), Asp1, Trp 2, Val3, Ile 4, Pro5, Pro6 are represented as balls 48.

VI. CALCIUM BINDING STUDIES
Classical cadherins were identified as Ca2+ -dependent, homophilic adhesion molecules
that depend on extracellular Ca2+ to rigidify the ectodomains and enable junctional homophilic
interactions 1. High-resolution structures from X-ray crystallography for C-, E-, and N- cadherin
display extracellular domains that contain four calcium-binding pockets in the interfacial regions
between domains each of the five extracellular domains. Each of the pockets coordinates three
6

Ca2+ ions, in total twelve Ca

2+

ions for the entire extracellular region

30, 39, 49

. The calcium-

binding sites are occupied sequentially and cooperatively in the order of site 3, then site 2 and
site 1 50 and the cooperativity between sites 2 and 1 is essential formation of adhesive dimer. The
affinity of the four calcium-binding sites varied from 30 to 150 µM
affinities were 1/50 of the Ca

2+

48, 51-53

, but all binding

concentration in the extracellular milieu which is at the

millimolar level 54. Thus, under physiological conditions the Ca 2+-binding sites in the cadherin
ectodomains are fully occupied (~96%).
In extracellular region, three calcium ions bind to sites in interdomain region. Details are
illustrated in Figure 1.5. Glu11, located at the base of the βA strand, is one of three amino acids
that coordinates Ca2+-binding at both sites 1 and 2, directly linking the calcium binding to the
disposition of the βA-strand. Amino acids in the conserved sequence motifs provide residues for
coordinating the calcium in the three sites (PENE (10-13) in the AB loop, the LDRE sequence
linker (66-69) in the EF loop, the DQNDN (100-10), and DAD (134-136) in EC2)

34, 55, 56

.

Cadherin is named as a Ca2+ -dependent mediator in cell adhesion, acknowledging the impact of
calcium on cadherin function and structure.

7

A

2

1

3

Figure 1.5. Topology diagram of the human E-cadherin domain 1
(A) The top panel illustrates crystal structure of domain1of E-cadherin which consists of seven strands labeled A
through G, N-terminus, and C-terminus. Three organ dots represent Ca2+ ions 57.
(B) Chelating amino acids in the calcium-binding sites at the EC1_EC2 interface. The underlined amino acids and D134 are
bidentate chelators 50.

Ca

2+

binding promotes cell adhesion and plays an indispensable role in maintaining the

functional structure, formation of X-dimer intermediate, and promoting strand swap
dimerization. First, as demonstrated in electron microscopy (EM) and X-ray crystallography
experiments binding of calcium ions rigidifies and stabilizes the interdomain connections within
a single protomer and maintains a rigid curvature in a characteristic crescent shape

30, 33, 51, 53, 58

.

This curved geometry is essential for adhesive interactions because the axes of the proximal
domain (EC5) and distal domain (EC1) must be ~90° apart to satisfy the geometrical
8

requirements of strand swapped dimerization

30, 39

. Moreover, binding of calcium ions protects

the protein from proteolysis 59.
The data from molecular dynamics simulation (MDS) experiments also support the
results above. MDS data showed that the extracellular region was smoothly curved upon addition
of calcium for 10 ns, and it was 17.7 nm in length, whereas it disordered and collapsed upon
Ca2+ removal for 15.7 ns, and the length of the ectodomain was shortened to 17.4 nm. These two
end states are illustrated in Figure 1.6. The cadherin extracellular domains adopted a disordered
shape due to strong repulsion between negatively charged residues (previously calcium
coordinating residues) and partial disruption of linker regions 60. Microcopy studies by Pokutta et
al actually visualized these predicted structures 51. In studies of 5-domain constructs (EC1-EC5),
the data show a collapsed structure under apo conditions and a curved elongated structure in the
presence of calcium.

Figure 1.6. Molecular dynamics simulation of the extracellular domain of C-cadherin.
Three Ca2+ ions bind at linker regions between domains causing an overal elongated and seimcuved architecture
(top). A collapesd comformation forms upon removal of Ca2+ ions (bottom)60.

Second, Ca2+ ions define the structure of the X-dimer interface surface. The X-dimer
9

interface, a topic discussed in detail later, is centered at the region between the EC1 and EC2
domains in which three Ca2+ ions bind. The X-dimer is the proposed transient intermediate that
facilitates the formation of strand-swap dimer for classical cadherins. In the absence of calcium,
the interface between EC1 and EC2 (often called the linker region), is relatively inflexible due to
electrostatic repulsion, and the relative disposition of the domains is not of the correct geometry
to make the conformation required to form the X-dimer. Thus, dimerization is both kinetically
and energetically dependent upon calcium binding 10, 58.
Third, Ca2+ binding has direct energetic effects on strand swapped dimerization. NMR
experiments and molecular simulations revealed Ca2+ ligation favored the release of the βAstrand from its own hydrophobic pocket, thereby promoting docking of it into a neighbor’s
pocket

58, 61

. However, the spectroscopic and chromatographic studies of N-cadherin

demonstrated that addition of Ca2+ induced conformational change, but it did not “open” or
undock the βA-strand from its own hydrophobic pocket. Instead, binding Ca2+ ions induced
strain in the monomeric conformation that was energetically unfavorable thereby promoting the
formation of the stand swapped dimer 62, 63.
Why does calcium binding induce dimer formation? The βA-strand is anchored at one
end by the W2 and at the other end by E11 since E11 is a critical residue for binding Ca2+ in both
sites 1 and 2.

Pivotal studies by Vunnam et al indicated that binding of calcium causes

conformational strain in the interaction between W2 and the hydrophobic pocket in the wild type
(WT) manifesting in an high energy calcium bound monomeric structure

62

. Thus, the W2-

hydrophobic pocket interaction confers calcium sensitivity to the formation of the stand swap
dimer. The stability studies of WT and mutant W2A showed that W2 in the WT stabilizes the
protein by 0.5 kcal/mol in the apo-state and destabilizes the WT by ~ 2 kcal/mol in the calcium10

saturated state. Therefore, calcium binding increases the energy of the saturated monomer, and
the W2-hydrophobic pocket interaction is unfavorable in the calcium-saturated monomer relative
to that interaction in the calcium-saturated, strand-swapped dimer.

Addition of calcium

promotes strand-swapped dimerization due to the lower relative energy of the dimer relative to
the monomer.
The concept of strain in the calcium-saturated monomer reported by Vunnam et al was
supported by molecular dynamics simulation studies by Vendome from the Shapiro research
group 63. They created a model of the closed monomer of E- cadherin based on crystal structure
PDB 2QVP and measured the distance between residues W2 – E11 in βA strand in the presence
and absence of calcium. Their measurement concluded that in the presence of calcium the length
increased 2.6 Å. This result is consistent with the findings of spectroscopic studies, and supports
the conclusion that the deeper burial of W2 by increasing in the length of βA strand and is the
structural origin for the energy penalty (2 kcal/mol) upon binding calcium to the WT monomer.
Courjean et al characterized the specific binding of three calcium ions to the EC12
fragment by non-denaturing electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS)64, and their
results were consistent with X-ray crystallographic studies by Nagar et al and Pertz et al

33, 48

.

The mutation of Asp 103 to alanine, altered calcium binding cooperativity and led to the absence
of structural change since this residue interacts with two calcium ions 35, 64. Systematic studies of
calcium binding in N-cadherin by Vunnam et al demonstrated the significance of calcium
binding sites at the EC1-EC2 interface in N-cadherin 50. The calcium binding sites are occupied
sequentially in the order of site 3, then sites 2 and 1. Mutation of key residues, D134A, D136N
and D103A, which chelate calcium ions, inactivated N-cadherin adhesion. Therefore, calcium
binding plays a critical role in dimerization in classical cadherins.
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VII. STRAND-SWAPPED DIMERIZATION
Classical cadherins dimerize through an interface formed solely between their EC1
domains. The strand dimer interface, which has been well-characterized in numerous structural
studies is formed in part through the swapping of a N-terminal β strands between adherent
protomers

28, 30, 31, 58

. In the 1995, the first crystal structure of EC1 for N-cadherin (NCAD1)

showed that the βA-strand of each protomer protrudes away from its own body, and into the
body of the neighboring protomer. This interface was referred to as the “strand dimer” because
of the exchange of N-terminal strands between two molecules 28. Since then, a number of studies
have supported the hallmark feature of classical cadherins – the strand-swapped interface.
X-ray crystallography
microscopy

29

30, 48, 58, 65

, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

, and single molecule measurements

66

34, 58

, electron

have shown that homophilic binding is

mediated by EC1 domains. A complete crystal structure of C-cadherin ectodomains (EC1-EC5)
is elongated, and curved (Figure 1.7A). The details of the strand-swapped dimerization showed
that the reciprocal insertion of the conserved W2 residues into hydrophobic pockets of Ecadherins emanating from neighboring cells (Figure 1.7B) 67.
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A

Cell 2
2

B

Cell 1
Figure 1.7. The crystal structure of the whole ectodomain (EC1-EC5) from C-cadherin and the strandswapped dimer interface in EC1s.
(A) The crystal structure of the whole ectodomain (EC1-EC5) from C-cadherin. The dashed box indicates adhesive
dimer interface between two. Three Ca2+ ions (yellow) bound at the linker regions between successive domains
indicated by red arrows 30.
(B) Expanded ribbon diagram of the strand-swapped adhesive interface from the N-terminal EC1 domains of two
opposing cells of E-cadherin. The side chains of the Trp anchor residues are shown blue and green 67.

X-ray crystallography and NMR studies by Haussinger et al

58

provide evidence for

formation of a strand-swapped dimer. The presence of additional amino acid, or even of one
single methionine residue on the N-terminus prevented proper insertion of W2 into the
hydrophobic binding pocket. Therefore, a properly processed N-terminus is a prior condition for
the adhesive binding activity 31, 58. Point mutagenesis experiments by Pertz et al

48

demonstrated

the requirement of W2 and the importance of hydrophobic core residues for adhesive dimer
13

formation. The W2A mutation or the mutation of A80I, in the conserved hydrophobic cavity
where W2 docks, both abolish strand-swapped dimerization. In similar studies, Harrison et al

68

showed that the necessity of the ionic interactions between the positively charged N-terminus
and the negatively charged E89 for the adhesive dimer. In summary, hydrophobic and ionic
interaction stabilized the strand-swapped structure, and the anchor residue W2 played especially
important role in strand-swapped interaction.
While the studies presented suggest that strand-swapped dimerization is the key
interaction for cell adhesion in classical cadherins, a growing body of literature has been
focusing on a new dimeric interface. As will be discussed below, the X-dimer, a transient
intermediate, appears to have an important role in the cell adhesion.
VIII. X-DIMER
Classical cadherins have been subject of investigation for many years due to their critical
role in physiology and interest in strand-swapped dimerization. Yet, in recent years considerable
light has been shed on a second component of the adhesive mechanism, an intermediate between
monomeric and adhesive dimeric states, the X-dimer ---- a new interaction directly involved in
cell-cell adhesion. Through structural and cell studies, Harrison and coworkers proposed that
there are two dimer structures required for adhesion; cell adhesion occurs through two steps.
First, formation of an intermediate (X-dimer), a binding intermediate in which protomers interact
at the calcium- binding site region between EC1 and EC2. This structure is proposed to lower the
activation barrier between monomeric and dimeric forms by directly juxtaposing the EC1
domains thereby facilitating formation of mature strand-swapped dimers10, 69. The name ‘Xdimer’ reflects that the dimeric assembly of elongated molecules resembles the shape of an ‘X’
shown in Figure 1.4 and 1.8 3rd cartoon. Second, strand-swapped dimerization, in which N14

terminal βA strands of EC1 domains exchange, or “swap” between two protomers, is the
principal mechanism of dimerization in classical cadherins.

Figure 1. 8. The Mechanism of cell-cell adhesion of classical cadherin in adherens junction.
Five extracellular domains (EC1–EC5) of cadherin are present, however only the first two EC modular domains
participate in formation of the strand-swap dimer and adherens junctions. The X-dimer is necessary to lower the
activation energy between monomeric and dimeric states such that there is a rapid equilibrium in the presence of
calcium. Figure taken from 12. (There is no evidence of interactions between EC1-5 of protomers.)

Figure 1.8 shows a cartoon that illustrates the mechanism of cell-cell adhesion of Ecadherin in adherens junction from left to right
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. As discussed above, the ectodomain of

classical cadherin consists of tandem repeats of five modular domains that extend from the cell
surface in a curved shape in the presence of Ca2+ ions. In a close-up of the adhesive interface
(EC1-EC2), cadherin monomers are in a “closed” monomeric conformation where W2 is docked
into the hydrophobic pocket of its own protomer. Binding Ca2+ ions induces strain in the
molecule. The “closed” monomer forms the X-dimer facilitating strand swapped dimerization by
lowering activation energy between the closed monomer and closed dimer 63. Finally, a cluster
of E-cadherin molecules dimerize at adherens junctions via the strand swapped mechanism. This
is the current model for the steps required for rapid assembly and disassembly of classical
cadherin dimers.
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VIII. A. Crystallographic Evidence of an X-dimer structure
The X-dimer interface forms between two protomers by direct association of their Ca2+ binding, EC1-EC2 interdomain regions. It neither involves strand swapping, nor overlaps with
the strand-swapped interface

70

. The initial appearance of X-shaped structure occurred while

investigating the role of Ca2+ ions in cell adhesion and function of W2 in the dimerization of Ecadherin

33

. Later, two crystal structures EC1-EC2 of E-cadherin in an X-shaped arrangement

were reported for constructs with one or two extra N-terminal residues 48, then named this novel
structure as X-dimer 31, 71. This discovery implied that the extension of residues at the N termini
of E-cadherin constructs could disrupt the normal strand-swapping adhesion mechanism and
allow X-dimer arrangement of protomers to be observed as opposed to the more stable strandswapped structure. Since then, several research groups have identified X-dimer by using NMR,
and X-ray crystallography 10, 69, 72.
To understand this new phenomena, Harrison and coworkers introduced three mutations
which were designed to abolish the strand swap mechanism in order to generate X-dimers in
EC1-EC2 fragments of mouse E-cadherin: single amino acid substitution W2A and E89A and
addition of residue(s) at the N terminus of βA strand. The W2A mutant eliminated insertion of
the side chain indole into the neighbor’s hydrophobic pocket and anchoring of the βA strand. The
E89A mutant prevented formation of a salt bridge between the side chain of E89 and the Nterminus of the swapped strand. The addition of A-A extension at the N-terminus impeded the
insertion of the side chain of W2 into the partner-molecule hydrophobic core, and the formation
of the ionic interaction between E89 and the N-terminus. Together, these strand-swapped
impaired mutants provided evidence of existence of X-dimer leading to extensive research on
this new mechanism.
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VIII. B. Pathways for the formation of strand-swapped dimers
Classical cadherins have been extensively studied for decades by scientists. Intensive
research has led to wide acceptance that adhesive binding of classical cadherin occurs through a
strand-swapped interface in EC1. Recently the existence of the X-dimer has attracted many
researchers’ attention because it offers an explanation for how the protomers form a strandswapped dimer, particularly addressing the issue of intermediate states between the two end
states.

Several theoretical models have been proposed for the transition between closed

monomer and closed dimer (strand swapped dimer). They are discussed below.
Two alternative pathways for formation of strand-swapped dimers have been proposed to
explain the kinetics of cadherin dimerization: “selected-fit” and “induced-fit” models

61, 73

. In

the selected-fit model (Figure 1.9 top), cadherin monomers exist between open (M) and closed
forms (M*) in equilibrium. A population of monomers (M) of cadherin adopts an active
conformation (M*) by exposing the W2 residue by opening the βA strand upon addition of Ca2+
ions. Collisions occur between activated monomers resulting in the formation of a strandswapped dimer. However, through steady state fluorescence emission studies of the calciumsaturated monomer, we find no evidence of species with an open βA strand and exposed W2 62.
Thus, the selected-fit model is eliminated.
In the induced-fit model (Figure 1.9 bottom), two monomers (M) in close proximity
form a non-swapped intermediate, an initial encounter complex (M:M), which lowers the
activation energy required for strand swapping to occur. Then, a conformational change results
in the exchange of βA strands between neighboring partners and formation of the strandswapped dimer. Therefore, the X-dimer structure has been proposed to be the intermediate that
supports rapid formation and disassembly of the strand-swapped adhesive dimer.
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Selected Fit

M* + M

M* + M*

M+M

Induced Fit

D

M:M

M*:M

Figure 1.9. Schematic of pathways for formation of strand-swapped dimers.
M represents monomer in the apo state. M* is the “open” monomer in which the βA-strand is undocked from its
protomer. M:M represents a close encounter complex. D represents dimer 61.

VIII. C. Amino acids involved in X-dimer interface in E-, P-, and N-cadherin
Crystallographic studies of stand swap-impaired mutants revealed the molecular details
of the intermediate state of dimerization for classical E-cadherins. In the collected body of work
on crystal structures of classical cadherins, two dimeric conformations have been observed. The
first, strand-swapped dimer, is formed by reciprocal exchange of N-terminal βA-strands in EC1
domains between two protomers. The second, X-dimer, is a non-strand-swapped dimer, in which
the contact region involves residues around the EC1-EC2 Ca2+-binding sites. Seven amino acid
residues were identified by using X-ray Crystallography and NMR: K14, D100, Q101, R 105,
D138, N143, and E 199. Among these residues, four intermolecular interactions occur in the Xinterface: a salt bridge between K14 and D138; Q101 interacts with D100 and N 143 to form two
H-binds; and a ionic interaction between R105 and E 199 in E-cadherin showed in Figure 1.10
10, 69

. Residues for X-interface of P- and N-cadherin were also summarized the table of Figure

1.10.
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K14$

D100$

Q101$

D138$
N143$

R105$

E199$

E-cadherin

P-cadherin

N-cadherin

K14 – D138
Q101 –
D100
Q101 –
N143
R105 – E199

K14 – A138
Q101 – D100

R14 – P138
M101 – D100

Q101 – N143

M101 – N143

K105 – E199

R105 – N198

Figure 1.10. Amino residues involved in the X-dimer interface and interactions in E-, N-, and P- cadherin.
Schematic depicting residues and the interactions at the X-interface between two protomers of E-cadherin.
Ribbon drawing shows the first two domains of E-cadherin from 1FF5.pdb 48. The four intermolecular interactions
between EC1-EC2 of adhesive partners include ionic interactions between K14 and D138 (blue) and between R105
and E199 (red), and hydrogen bonds to N143 and D100 from Q101 (black) 10 Interactions are symmetrical even
though only one direction is illustrated here. The table compares the X-interface residues for E-, P- and N- cadherin.
Note that for both P- and N-cadherin the K14 interaction partner, D138, is absent, and instead in that position there
is a partner that cannot participate in an ionic interaction. However, residue 137 is an aspartate (D137), and may be
a possible interaction partner for R/K14. X-dimer interface interactions were recently probed by NMR relaxation
dispersion, and showed that the R105 – E199 ionic interaction was not relevant and appears to be a crystal- packing
artifact 69.

Strand-swap mutants dimerized with significantly weaker affinities. Sedimentation
equilibrium data from analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) showed that the Kd of WT is ~100
µM, a value that was agreeable with reported value (96.5 ± 10.6 µM) 67. However, W2A, E89A,
and A-A–extension strand-swap mutants dimerized with weaker affinities

10

as shown in Table

1.1 below. The authors state that this result suggests that the X-dimer stabilizes the transition
state between monomer and dimer, a questionable interpretation given that they may just
19

represent that the mutation impairs formation of strand-swapped dimer. Singe-molecule FRET
experiments provided evidence for initial encounter complexes in E-cadherin, strongly favoring
the induced-fit pathway for classical cadherin dimerization

73

. NMR studies suggested that

strand-swapped dimers require that weak and short-lived interactions precede the conformational
changes required for formation of strand-swapped dimer 69. Inactivation of X-dimer interface by
antibody TSP7 disrupted cell adhesion

12

. Thus, collectively these data support mutations of

critical elements affect the affinity of dimerization. These studies do not directly address the role
of X-dimer in the kinetics of dimerization.
Table 1.1: Dissociations of WT and Strand-swapped Incompetent
Mutants of E-cadherin
Protein
Description
Kd (µM)

a

Wild type (WT)

Wild type

98.6 ± 15.5a

W2A

Strand-swapped mutant

916 ± 47a

E89A

Strand-swapped mutant

293 ± 11a

Ala-Ala extension

Strand-swapped mutant

811 ± 97a

96.5 ± 10.6 b

Data are from 10, b Data are from 67

VIII. D. Details of intermolecular interactions involved in the X-dimer I interface
NMR, single-molecule FRET, and X-ray crystallographic studies on strand swapimpaired mutations have detected transiently formed X-dimer

10, 58, 73

. All of the mutant proteins

in Table 1.1 crystalized into the X-dimer structure supporting the idea that the X-dimer assumes
the role of the most stable dimer structure when the strand-swapped interface is destabilized by
mutation. Seven amino acids residues, K14, D138, Q101, D100, N143, R105 and E199, were
identified as comprising intermolecular interactions at the X-interface as shown in Figure 1.11
69

.
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A

C

B

Figure 1.11 The details of intermolecular interactions at the X-dimer interface.
Seven amino acids participate in intermolecular interactions. Panel A displays K14 and D138 forms a salt
bridge. Panel B illustrates two H-bonds formed between Q101 and D100, and Q101 and N143. Panel C
shows an ionic interaction between R105 and E199.

In the EC1-EC1 region, four residues are located at or close to the X-dimer interface.
K14 and Q101 are directly involved in key contacts at the X-dimer interface. There are four noncovalent interactions that stabilize the X-dimer in E-cadherin. The intermolecular ionic attraction
between positively charged side chain of K14 and negatively charged carbonyl group D138,
whereas, the Q101 side chain forms hydrogen bonds with D100 backbone atoms and N143 side
chain. Q101 is a hydrogen donor to D100, and a hydrogen bond acceptor from N143. A salt bride
forms between R105 and E199, however, R105 is not very close to the interface. Further, the
crystal structure showed that R105-E199 ionic interaction was not relevant and appears to be a
crystal-packing artifact 69. The four intermolecular interactions are illustrated in Figure 1.11 and
summarized in Table 2. Of the four interactions, the ionic interaction between K14 on the EC1
and D138 is essential and has been the focus of most studies of this dimeric structure.
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Table 1.2. Noncovalent interactions between residues in the X-dimer interface
Residue in the X-dimer

Type of interaction

K14 - D138

Ionic interaction

D100
Q101

Hydrogen bond
N143

R105 – E199

Ionic interaction

VIII. E. The role of X-dimer
Although strand-swapped dimer and X-dimer are both involved in cadherin dimerization,
the role of the X-dimer interface is not completely understood. In the single molecule FRET
experiments, X-dimer functions as an “encounter complex” that initiates cadherin strand
swapping by lowering the activation energy required for strand-swapped dimerization to occur
73

. The results of size-exclusion chromatography and sedimentation velocity ultracentrifugation

experiments showed slow exchange between monomer and dimer forms in K14E, an X-dimer
mutant 10. NMR studies observed spectral signals indicative of formation of an X-dimer interface
in the dimerization pathway of WT cadherin 69. These data support the idea that the formation of
the X-dimer acts as a “transition state” intermediate during the formation of strand-swapped
dimer. A number of studies have focused on the ionic interaction between K14 and D138, and
proposed K14 as a key residue in the X-dimer interface.
VIII. F. Dissociation constants of E-, P-, and N-cadherin EC1-EC2 constructs
In order to understand the role of X-dimer, mutations of K14 were tested in various
cadherins and equilibrium constants of dimerization were determined. Table 2 below
summarizes the values of equilibrium dissociation constants from the literature for mutants of
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K14 of E- and P-cadherin and the R14 mutants of N-cadherin. The loss of K14 does not have a
significant effect on equilibrium of dimerization.
Table 1.3: Summary of Dissociation Constants (Kd) of WT and X-dimer mutants in
E-, P-, and N-cadherin EC1-EC2 Constructs
Protein
Kd (µM)
ECAD/WT
98.6 ± 15.5 a(1)
96.5 ± 10.6a(2)
ECAD/K14E
117 ± 8a (1)
104 ± 11
a
ECAD/K14S
96.0 ± 1.0 (1)
PCAD/WT
30.9 ± 1.0b (3)
PCAD/K14E
38.3 ± 2.18b (3)
NCAD/WT
25.8 ± 1.5a (2)
25 ± 2b (4)
a
NCAD/R14E
41.4 ± 2.11 (3)
26 ± 4b (4)
NCAD/R14A
31 ± 3b (4)
NCAD/R14S
33 ± 5b (4)
The dissociation constants of E- (green), P- (red), and N-cadherins (blue) were determined by
utilizing sedimentation equilibrium (a) and analytical SEC (b). (1) from 10. (2) from 67. (3) from 74.
(4) from 75.

VIII. G. Kinetics of X-dimer mutants
Kinetic measurements of dimer disassembly or intercellular binding can be used to test
mechanistic models of cadherin-mediated cell adhesion. Studying the disassembly kinetics of Xdimer–incompetent mutants directly tests the hypothesis that the X-dimer acts as a “kinetic
intermediate” during the formation of the strand-swapped dimer in E-cadherin.
A key residue Lysine located at position 14 in the AB loop (the segment between the βAand βB-strands) is believed to play an important role in facilitating the formation of strandswapped dimers. The side chain of K14 in the EC1 domain of one protomer forms an
intermolecular salt bridge with D138 main chain of the EC2 domain of its opposing partner that
stabilized the X-dimer interface. In the strand-swapped dimer, K14 is 20 Å away from its
partner, and is solvent exposed 10. Recently, a number of studies have focused on inactivation of
the X dimer interface by introducing mutation of K14 to glutamate (K14E mutant), a change that
reverses of the charge at position 14 from positive to negative. One would expect such a
23

mutation to cause electrostatic repulsion with D138, but it might have more pervasive effects in
the AB loop itself. Similarly, mutation of Q101 could be of interest, a residue that participates in
two interactions, one with D100 and the other with N143. These so called X-dimer mutants have
been investigated since the original proposal for the role of the X-dimer was made

10

. What

follows is a summary of studies to date.
Harrison et al studied the K14E mutant by utilizing Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
assays, sedimentation velocity (SV-AUC), and size-exclusion chromatography. As measured
using Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), the K14E mutants showed no binding in a short–time
frame (minutes) suggesting that the rate of exchange between monomers and dimers was slow.
Similarly, sedimentation velocity AUC and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) showed that
dimerization kinetics were altered in the mutant. In SV-AUC experiments, monomer-dimer
species in fast exchange sediment as a single species representing a mixture of monomers and
dimers in rapid exchange. In the contrast, dimerization equilibria with slow kinetics, display two
distinct species representing monomers and dimers ‘trapped’ in their current state due to little
monomer-dimer conversion occurring during the experiment. SPR data showed that WT
sedimented as a single species. On the other hand, K14E mutant exhibited two distinct species.
Thus, the WT protein showed sedimentation behavior characteristic of a rapid exchange
monomer-dimer equilibrium, the X-dimer mutant K14E exhibited a slowly exchanging
equilibrium in which little interconversion between monomers and dimers occurs. Thus, the
monomer to strand-swapped dimer interconversion is impeded in the K14E mutant 10.
Further, these findings were supported by results of size-exclusion chromatography
studies. WT protein eluted as a single peak indicating behavior characteristic of rapid exchange
between monomer and dimer. Elution of ECAD/WT moved toward longer elution volume as
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protein concentration was lowered, as predicted for a dynamic equilibrium. Whereas K14E
mutant eluted as two distinct peaks representing monomer and dimer, exhibiting a slow
interconversion between monomers and dimers. Monomer and dimer peaks eluted at the same
position at all concentrations of protein, with dimer more highly represented at higher
concentrations indicating that dimer and monomer were in slow exchange on a chromatography
time scale 10. Review of the data indicates that the apparent Kd for dimerization in the experiment
was dependent upon protein concentration, indicating that the samples were not at equilibrium
when analyzed.
NMR studies showed disruption of the X-dimer intermediate state through mutation
K14E reduced both association and dissociation rates by factors of ∼104 in E-cadherin

69

. (One

would predict that the association and dissociation rate constants would be changed by the same
factor because the equilibrium constant is unaffected by the mutation.) The findings from in vitro
binding experiments by Hong et al demonstrated that the K14E mutant caused low junctional
turnover that was fully consistent with a slowly exchanging equilibrium between monomer and
strand-swapped dimer states. They studied two X-interface mutants, single-mutated K14E and
double mutated Q101A/N143A in E-cadherin using photoactivation and coimmunoprecipitation
assays. Their results suggest that X dimer formation is not an essential step in junction assembly,
but the dissociation process was significantly delayed since rapid disassembly required the Xdimer intermediate

72

. Single molecule force clamp measurements coupled with atomistic

computer simulations by Manibog et al showed X-dimer formation was abolished due to a
repulsive interaction between K14E and D138, and that in the K14A mutant, there is a large
distance (~27 Å) between E14 and D138 76.
P-cadherin, another member of the classical family, was shown to have a very similar
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response to the charge-change mutation at position 14. Kudo et al studied wild type (PCAD/WT)
and mutants K14E (PCAD/K14E) of human P-cadherin using small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) to identity and characterize the X-dimer of human P-cadherin. The data indicated the
overall architecture of the X-dimer of human P-cadherin was similar to E-cadherin. The results
from SEC showed that PCAD/WT was dimeric and PCAD/K14E and PCAD/Q101L eluted as
monomers even though they had very similar equilibrium dissociation constants

77

, and

mutations disrupt the X-interface in T-cadherin ablate molecular dimerization. Cell and antibody
binding studies of human P-cadherin by Kudo et al indicated that the presence of TSP7 antibody
in cells expressing WT P-cadherin rapidly diminished the fluorescence at the cell-cell interface,
reducing 90% of the fluorescence with 10 minutes. In the contrast, the density of the
fluorescence signal disappeared significantly slower in mutant K14E, requiring 120 minutes to
reduce to 80% of the initial intensity 12. According to these observations, Kudo group proposed
X-dimer played a key role in cell-cell adhesion via two sequential steps: Ca2+ ions bind to
monomeric cadherin, resulting in its thermal stabilization, then stabilized monomers associate in
the X-dimer conformation 77.
It is important to note here that N-cadherin was reported to have the residues to form an
X-dimer intermediate

10

, but none of its x-ray crystal structures crystallized into an X-dimer

conformation. Secondly, the R14E mutation of NCAD12 showed that the kinetics of dimer
formation and disassembly are “slow” on a chromatographic time scale, an identical result for Ncadherin as discussed above for P- and E-cadherins 81. Later, Vunnam et al studied other mutants
including R14S and R14A, both of which demonstrated fast exchange between monomer and
dimer forms 75. Thus, her studies showed that the observed slow exchange behavior of R14E was
due to the presence of glutamate in position 14, not the loss of arginine. These studies effectively
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showed that the X-dimer as defined for E-cadherin is not relevant to rapid dimerization kinetics
in N-cadherin.
In summary, the K14 – D138 interaction is thought to be essential for X-dimer formation
and X-dimer formation is thought to be essential for rapid exchange between monomeric and
dimeric forms of E-cadherin and P-cadherin. There are two primary pieces of data that cast doubt
on this conclusion. First, the single molecule force studies by Rakshit et al
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and his coworkers

reported that the dissociation rate of K14E is similar to WT cadherin. inconsistent with the many
studies above. Second, the results from systematic studies of NCAD12 indicate that although
glutamate in position 14 is deleterious, and that the loss of lysine was not. This result highlights
that without systematic testing of the role of K14 in P- and E-cadherin, we cannot conclude that
K14 is required. Consequently, more systematic studies on the molecular role of X-dimers in the
dissociation of strand-swap dimers need to be pursued.
Together, in spite of considerable studies on the function of X-dimer, the significance of
the K14 is still not clear. In this dissertation, I systematically test the requirement for K14 in
rapid dimerization kinetics for E-cadherin (Chapter 2). Secondly, I will focus attention on an
adjacent region that is likely to have a critical role in dimerization (Chapter 3). Taken together
these studies are the first systematic testing of the X-dimer paradigm in E-cadherins.
IX. OBJECTIVE OF STUDIES
•

Characterize the effect of mutation of K14 in the structure and stability in E-cadherin.

•

Investigate the role of K14 in dimerization kinetics of E-cadherin.

•

Examine the effect of mutations of residues in the hinge region of the ßA-strand on
structure, stability.
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X. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
For this project, we required ECAD 12 clone that was provided by Dr. Engel (Biocenter,
University of Basel). The plasmids were cloned into pET30b Xa/LIC vector. Subsequently
recombinant plasmids were transformed into E. coli expression cells. Proteins were purified with
standard protocol and by His-tag chromatography. The purity of proteins was accessed with
SDS-PAGE. Mass spectrometry was applied to determine molecular weight of a protein.
UV, fluorescence (FL), and circular dichroism (CD) spectrometers were employed to
characterize protein folding and to monitor structural change as a function of calcium binding.
Analytical size exclusion (SEC) and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
were used to investigate the rate of inter-conversion between monomer and dimer. SEC
experiments were carried out on an Amersham Biosciences AKTA Purifier FPLC with a
Superose-12TM. 10/300 GL Column (Tricorn

TM

). HPLC experiments were performed with

ZORBAX GF-250 4.6 x 250 mm column (Agilent Technologies) using an Agilent 1100 high
performance liquid system with UV absorbance detection at 280 nm.
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CHAPTER 2

K14 IS REQUIRED FOR FAST KINETICS DISASSEMBLY IN E-CADHERIN
ABSTRACT
Epithelial cadherins are calcium dependent cell-cell adhesion molecules. E-cadherins are
essential for the formation and maintenance of epithelial tissues. They are localized at adherens
junctions between epithelial cells effectively allowing communication between adherent cells. Ecadherin consists of three regions: an extracellular region, a transmembrane segment, and a
cytoplasmic region. The extracellular region plays a crucial role in cadherin-mediated celladhesion as the site of the adhesive interface, a strand swapped structure. The strand swapped
mechanism is two steps. In the first, formation of a transient intermediate, X-dimer at the
calcium binding site between EC1 and EC2 domain lowers activation energy between monomer
and dimer, to facilitate the formation mature strand-swapped dimers. The second, N-terminal βstrands of EC1 domains swap between two protomers leading to a strand-swapped adhesive
dimer structure. A mutation in the X-dimer interface can impair the kinetics of dimer formation.
We mutated the residue at position 14 to three different amino acids, K14A, K14E, and K14S, to
investigate the requirement of K14 for rapid kinetics of dimerization in WT protein.
Spectroscopic characterization experiments showed that mutants behaved as WT, which
indicated that mutations did not alter chemical properties of proteins. The dissociation constant
of K14E (91 ± 13 µM), K14A (140 ± 10 µM), and K14S (155 ± 12 µM) are similar values to WT
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(~100 µM). However, the chromatographic studies illustrated that the mutations slow kinetics of
exchange between monomer and dimer in E-cadherin. The results concluded that residue K14 is
significant for rapid dimerization kinetics in E-cadherin.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cadherins are calcium-dependent homophilic cell-adhesive molecules. Cell-cell adhesion
occurs through formation adhesive dimers by exchange N-terminal β-strands between partner
EC1 domains. Structural and cell adhesion studies have demonstrated that the strand-swapped
interaction is the principal adhesive interface in cadherins

28, 30, 71, 79, 80

. Classical cadherins

include epithelial (E-), placental (P-) and neural (N-) cadherins, all with a common structure
including an extracellular region, a transmembrane segment, and a cytoplasmic region. The focus
of the work reported here is the most distal modular extracellular domains of E-cadherin (EC1EC2) that are the site of the adhesive interface between adherent cells. Adhesion occurs through
reciprocal exchange of the N-terminal ßA-strands of interacting cadherins, with concurrent
docking of the side chain of W2 into a hydrophobic pocket on the adherent partner.
Recently, scientists’ attention has been focused on an initial encounter complex, a novel
X-dimer that forms between two protomers by direct interaction between the linker region
between EC1 and EC2

10, 67

. The X-dimer is a low affinity, intermediate dimeric structure, that

orients protomers such that their N-termini can undock from and ßA-strands can swap between
interacting protomers

10, 69, 72, 73

. In order to understand the exact role of the X-dimer in cell

adhesion, scientists have targeted a particular interaction, an ionic interaction at the X-dimer
interface between the side chains of K14 and D138. A particular mutation, K14E, has been used
to introduce a repulsive ionic interaction between K14E and D138, there by destabilizing the Xdimer structure. K14E mutants of E-, N- and P-cadherin show slow dimer assembly and
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disassembly, yet equilibrium dissociation constants are equivalent to WT 10, 67, 78.
Based on these studies above, it seems that one could concluded that X-dimer formation
is a characteristic shared among members of the classical cadherin family. However, N-cadherin,
a well-studied member of classical cadherin family, does not follow the X-dimer paradigm. To
investigate the source of the rapid dimerization kinetics of N-cadherin, Vunnam et al
systemically studied three mutants R14A, R14S, and R14E in the X-dimer interface to examine
the effect of loss of R14 on the kinetics of dimerization in N-cadherin. The data from analytical
size-exclusion chromatographic and bead aggregation studies showed two results. First, R14A
and R14S mutants illustrated fast assembly and disassembly kinetics in the calcium-saturated
state similar to WT N-cadherin, indicating that the rapid disassembly of dimer of N-cadherin
does not require a basic residue at the 14th position. Second, the dimerization kinetics of R14E
was slow, implying that negative charge destabilizes the intermediate state. In summary, the
results suggest that the basic residue at position 14 is not required for fast assembly and
disassembly kinetics in N-cadherin 75.
Although the mutation of K14E has been studied in E- and P-cadherin, the role of K14
has not been systematically tested for E- and P-cadherins. As such, the role of K14 in the
biological function of E-cadherin is still ambiguous. Is the deleterious effect of the ECAD/K14E
charge-change mutant due to the loss of K or the gain of E at position 14? To answer this
question, we systematically studied three E-cadherin mutants in the X-dimer interface by
introducing a negatively charged E (K14E), non-polar residue A (K14A), or polar residue at
position 14 (K14S) to determine the effect of these mutations on the structure and function Ecadherin.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
II. A. Recombinant Plasmids Construction and Cloning
The construction of pET30 Xa/LIC plasmid (Novagen) containing the gene for the first
two ectodomains (EC1-linker1-EC2-linker 2 sequence; residues 1-219) of mouse E-cadherin has
been described elsewhere

81

.

The original mouse E-cadherin cDNA sequence was kindly

provided by Dr. J. Engel (Biocenter, Basel, Switzerland).

Recombinant plasmids were

transformed into BL21(DE3) cells for expression. To generate desired mutants, specific point
mutations of K14A, K14E, and K14S were introduced into the wild type (WT) ECAD12
sequence by site-directed mutagenesis by using Quickchange kit (Stratagene) with desired
mutagenic primers: K14A: 5’-AGC TGC CCC GAA AAT GAA GCC GGT GAA TTC CCA
AAG AAC CTG; K14E: 5’-AGC TGC CCC GAA AAT GAA GGT GAA TTC CCA AAG
AAC CTG; K14S: 5’-AGC TGC CCC GAA AAT GAA AGC GGT GAA TTC CCA AAG
AAC CTG. The presence of mutations was confirmed by sequencing resultant plasmid DNA.
II. B. Protein Expression and purification
The production of WT, K14E, K14A, and K14S proteins was started with inoculation of
agar plates with transformed BL21 (DE3) expression cell lines, which were then incubated at
37 °C for 12 ~ 16 hours. A single colony selected from an agar plate was used to inoculate 50
mL of Luria-Bertani broth with 30 µM/mL kanamycin and grown overnight at 37 °C with
stirring at 250 rpm. The next morning, 5 ml of overnight culture was placed into 1L LuriaBertani media that had been supplemented with 50 mM potassium phosphate at pH 7.4, 0.5%
glucose, and 30 µM/mL kanamycin. Cells grew in the culture at 37 °C, 250 rpm until an optical
density OD600 was reached about 0.6, at which time 0.4 mM IPTG was added to induce
production of protein. Two hours post-induction, cells were harvested by centrifugation. Pellets
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were suspended in buffer, then frozen at -20 °C. Thawed pellets were lysed by sonication, and
centrifuged. Proteins were found in insoluble inclusion bodies that were washed with dilute
Triton X-100 solutions to separate precipitated protein from membrane components. Pellets were
solubilized in HisTag binding buffer (6 M urea, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, and 5 mM
imidazole at pH 7.5). The resulting solutions were applied to a nickel affinity column
(Amersham). Bound protein was washed with 20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, and 0.04 M
imidazole at pH 7.9). Finally, protein was eluted with an elution buffer comprised of 0.3M
imidazole, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 250 mM NaCl at pH 7.4. Fractions containing purified protein were
dialyzed in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 140 mL NaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, 1mM DTT, and 5 % glycerol at pH
7.4. Immobilized trypsin (Pierce) was used to cleave the extra 45-residue fusion segment at the
N-terminus that included the His6 sequence (volume rationof enzyme:protein was 1:2.5). The
mixture of protein and enzyme was incubated for 1 hour and 45 minutes at 25 °C with shaking,
then centrifuged to pellet the trypsin. The supernatant contained the digested protein. The
digested protein was dialyzed in 500 mL of 140 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES 4 times at pH 7.4
to reduce calcium concentration to less than 1 µM. Finally, proteins were dialyzed in 500 mL
140 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 3 mM TCEP, pH 7.4 twice to create the apo stock of each
protein, or in 500 mL 140 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 3 mM TCEP, 1 mM calcium, pH 7.4 once
to create the calcium-saturated stock of each protein.
II.C. Gel Electrophoresis
The purity and size of each protein was assessed by sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) in 17% polyacrylamide gels with Coomassie
Blue staining. The molecular weights were estimated by comparing migration of bands with low
molecular weight standards by Fisher BiogeagentsTM EZ-RunTM Protein Marker.
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II. D. UV spectra
To determine the concentration of stocks and to assess folding of purified protein, UV
spectra of protein solutions were measured on a Cary 50 Bio UV-Vis spectrophotometer in a 1
cm x 1 cm quartz cuvette from 350 to 200 nm at room temperature. Protein concentrations were
obtained by absorbance measurements at 280 nm using extinction coefficient of 22,600 ± 400
M−1 cm−1 that is evaluated by amino acid composition using a molar absorption coefficient of
5540 M-1 cm-1 for tryptophan residues and 1480 M-1 cm-1 for tyrosine residues

82

. Spectra

reported here are 50 µM protein samples of WT, K14A, K14E, and K14S in 10 mM HEPES, 140
mM NaCl, 3 mM TCEP at pH 7.4.
II. E. Fluorescence spectra
Fluorescence emission (FL) spectral scans were performed on a PTI Quanta Master
fluorometer to investigate the calcium-dependent change in environment of proteins, the intrinsic
tryptophan fluorescence of W2 and W59, the two tryptophan residues in ECAD12. The
experiments were carried out in a 1 cm x 1 cm quartz cuvette at 25 °C. The excitation
wavelength was set at 292 nm, and emission of the protein samples was scanned from 295 to 410
nm with a 1 sec averaging time. Protein concentrations were 5 µM in 10 mM HEPES, 140 mM
NaCl, 3 mM TCEP at pH 7.4 (apo), or addition of 1mM calcium (calcium saturated).
II. F. Circular Dichroism Spectra
Circular Dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded by an Aviv model 202SF CD
spectrometer. Spectra were taken from 200 to 300 nm using a 0.5 mm path cuvette path length
cuvette with 5 s average time at 25 °C. The spectral changes were monitored in the absence and
presence of calcium. In order to ensure the protein samples were calcium free as an apo-protein,
5mM EGTA was added to protein samples. Protein solutions (60 µM) were scanned from 200 to
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300 nm at rate of 1 nm/s. All spectral data were corrected for buffer signal (10 mM HEPES, 140
mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP at pH 7.4).
II. G. Thermal-denaturation Studies
Thermal unfolding studies employed an AVIV 202SF circular dichroism (CD)
spectrometer. All thermal unfolding experiments were performed using a quartz cuvette with 1
cm path length fitted with a screw top through which the temperature probe was inserted. The
temperature ramp rate was 1 °C/min with a 30 s to 1 min equilibration time with a 5 s acquisition
time at a fixed wavelength (229 nm) with stirring. The temperature range was from 15 to 90 °C.
The Gibbs Helmholtz equation (eq 1) was used to analyzed the data, in which ΔCp is the change
in the heat capacity change over the transition, ΔHm, is the enthalpy change at the melting
temperature, Tm 83.
!

ΔG = ΔHm 1 − !

!

!

+ ΔCp (𝑇 − 𝑇! − 𝑇𝑙𝑛 ! )
!

(1)

II.H. Calcium Binding Studies
Direct calcium titrations were monitored by CD and fluorescence emission (FL)
spectroscopy to monitor the impact of the mutations on calcium binding affinity. Protein
concentrations are 2.5 µM in 140 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4. The titrations were
conducted by addition of small volumes at 4 different concentrations, 1 mM, 10 mM, 100 mM,
and 1.0 M. For each addition of calcium, a CD spectrum was recorded from 220 to 300 nm. CD
data were initially offset corrected, then signals at wavelengths between 227 and 235 nm were
plotted against the calcium concentration and then analyzed as individual titration curves. The
calcium titration data were fitted to a model of equal and independent binding shown in eq 2
! !

!
𝑌 = !!!

!!
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(2)

where 𝑌 is the fraction of saturation and Ka is the calcium association constant. To accommodate
the experimental data without prior normalization, the function used for fitting the data is shown
in eq 3
F(X) = baseline apo + 𝑌 × span

(3)

where the apo and saturated baselines are linear functions and the span is the difference between
them.
II. I. Analytical Size-Exclusion Chromatography
Analytical Size-Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) was employed to evaluate the kinetics
of monomer-dimer equilibria in the present of calcium. These experiments were performed with
ZORBAX GF-250 4.6 x 250 mm column (Agilent Technologies) using an Agilent 1100 high
performance liquid system with UV absorbance detection at 280 nm and a 0.5 mL/min flow rate.
The protein concentration of four constructs WT, K14A, K14E, and K14S was 100 µM with 1
mM Ca2+ and 3 mM TCEP. The injection volume was 5 µL. The mobile phase contained 140
mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM Ca2+, and 3 mM TCEP at pH 7.4. This buffer will be referred
to as SEC buffer herein. The height of the peaks was monitored at 280 nm as the level of
monomer and dimer. Dimerization was observed at a distinct elution volume. Fraction of
monomer and dimer were calculated based on peak heights. Concentration of monomer was
calculated based on the fraction monomer times the initial protein concentration. Kd was
calculated according to eq 3.
Kd =

[!]!
[!]

; [𝐷] =

[𝑀]𝑜 −[𝑀]
2

(3)

III. RESULTS
The goal of this section is to present data in which the three mutant proteins are compared
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to the WT protein. The quality of the protein preparations is assessed with SDS-PAGE. The
folding of the proteins is assessed with UV, fluorescence and circular dichroism spectroscopy.
The effect of the mutations on the stability of the WT and mutant constructs is assessed using
thermal denaturation detected by circular dichroism signal. The formation of dimer is assessed
by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). Equilibrium dissociation constants are calculated from
the chromatographic data.
III. A. Gel Electrophoresis
The purity and size of all proteins, WT and mutants K14A, K14E, and K14S, was
analyzed by SDS-PAGE. The post-digested protein samples of WT, K14A, K14S, and K14E
appeared as clean single bands indicating protein of high purity. After the cleavage of Nterminus fusion by trypsin, all proteins showed a similar size. However, proteins migrated to an
apparent molecular weight (MW) of 30,000 g/mol (expected- 24,000 g/mol). The position of Ecadherin constructs has historically migrated in SDS-PAGE at MW greater than anticipated
based on their primary structure. This phenomenon may be due to below average association of
SDS with the protein, such that it does not migrate according to its size.
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Figure 2.1 Assessment of the purity and size of protein WT and mutants.
The most left lane is the protein standard. Purified proteins of WT (lane 1), K14A (lane 2), K14E (lane 3), and K14S
(lane 4). Protein concentrations were 50 µM.

III. B. Characterization of the effect of mutation in structure of proteins
III. B. 1. UV Spectra
The UV spectra of purified WT, K14A, K14E and K14S proteins displayed a local
maximum at 280 nm and a shoulder at 290 nm, which is a special feature of folded proteins that
contain tryptophan. UV spectra of the four proteins were similar (Figure 2.2) and indicated that
the mutants were folded. Concentrations of stocks were determined based on the molar
absorptivity of WT. These results showed that mutations did not alter protein folding.
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Figure 2.2. UV spectra of purified WT and mutants proteins.
WT (black) and mutants K14A (red), K14E (blue), and K14S (green) are shown. Protein concentrations are 50 µM.

III. B. 2. Fluorescence Spectra
Fluorescence emission (FL) spectral scans were taken to investigate the calciumdependent change in the environment of intrinsic tryptophans at positions 2 (W2) and 59 (W59)
of WT and mutant proteins. The intensities of the fluorescence signals of mutants K14A, K14E,
and K14S were approximately equal to WT (Figure 2.3; Table 2.1), which indicates that these
mutations had no significant impact on the environment of the two tryptophans. The binding of
calcium has no effect on the maximum wavelength. The effect on the maximum intensity is also
minimal. WT and K14A showed the same emission maximum nm in the absence and presence of
calcium (332 nm); K14S exhibited an emission maximum at 333 nm. These results indicated that
the addition of calcium did not change the environment of W2. Emission maxima for K14E in
the apo and calcium-saturated states showed the largest difference from WT indicating a change
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in the environment of W2 relative to WT.

Figure 2.3. Fluorescence spectra of WT and mutants in the absence and presence of calcium.
Fluorescence spectra of ECAD 12 constructs are displayed in the presence (empty) and absence (filled) of calcium.
WT (black), K14A (red), K14E (blue), and K14S (green). The concentration of protein samples were 2.5 µM.

Table 2.1: Fluorescence Emission Maxima in the Absence and Presence of Calcium

WT

K14A

K14E

K14A

Apo

λ max (nm)
333

Intensity (cps)
64,011

w/ Ca2+

333

62,077

Apo

333

64,582

w/ Ca2+

334

62,099

Apo

334

62,352

w/ Ca2+

334

62,659

Apo

333

65,970

w/ Ca2+

333

62,617
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III. B. 3. Circular Dichroism Spectra
To examine the secondary structural characteristics in WT and K14A, K14E, and K14S
mutant proteins, we performed circular dichroism spectroscopy in absence of calcium. The CD
spectra illustrated typical β-sheet structures in apo state, with a wavelength minimum at
approximately 211 nm (Figure 2.4)84, and a local maximum at 229 nm, which imply 3-10 helix
content and tryptophan environment

85

. The CD spectra of the four proteins illustrated similar

signals that had the maximum height at 229 nm, indicates the site-directed mutations did not alter
the structure of the proteins, and β-sheets were properly folded.

Figure 2.4. CD spectra of WT and mutants in apo and calcium-saturated state
WT and mutant protein samples are in apo state. WT (black), K14A (red), K14E (blue), and K14S (green) at 60 µM.
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III. C. Thermal unfolding studies
Thermal-unfolding studies of WT, K14A, K14E, and K14S proteins were conducted to
evaluate whether the mutations had an effect on the stability of the protein. Temperature-induced
unfolding experiments were monitored using CD spectroscopy at 5µM protein concentration in
the absence of calcium. The CD signal at 229 nm decreased as the protein unfolded in the
absence calcium (Figure 2.5). All four proteins showed two distinct transitions; from left to
right, the first transition (Trans I; upper left) resulted from the denaturation of EC2, and the
second transition (Trans II), located at lower-right portion of graph, was the denaturation of EC1
87

Analysis of the individual domains (constructs with EC1 only or EC2 only) indicated that

transition I was due to the unfolding of EC2, and transition II was due to the unfolding of EC1 86.
The span of transitions I and II are different; Transition II has a greater span than transition I, but
melted at a greater temperature. K14E showed the largest difference in the span of the two
transitions.
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Figure 2.5. Thermal unfolding studies of WT and mutants of ECAD 12 construct.
Thermal unfolding of WT (black), K14A (red), K14E (blue), and K14S (green). The CD signal is reported in mdeg,
and was offset corrected. The solid line through each set of points is simulated based on resolved parameters for
both transitions.

The unfolding data for the transition of each protein were analyzed piecewise by fitting each
transition to a two-state unfolding model given by the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (eq 1). Data
were not of sufficient quality to simultaneously resolve all three parameters (ΔCp, ΔHm, and Tm),
so the value for ΔCp was fixed to 1 kcal mol-1K-1. Resolved parameter of ΔHm and Tm, and
calculated the value of ΔG ° at 25 °C are reported in Table 2.2. The solid lines in Figure 2.5 are
simulated data based on the best-fit parameters.
Transition II- Unfolding of EC1: WT, mutants K14A, K14E, and K14S showed similar melting
temperatures (Tm) from 67 to 70°C. The resolved values of enthalpy changes (ΔHm) for WT and
K14E had no difference. However, there was a small increase in ΔHm for K14A and K14S,
which increased about 10 kcal/mol comparing with WT. The calculated values of free energy of
all four proteins agreed and ranged from 2.8 to 3.6 kcal/mol (Table 2.2).
Tables 2.2. Parameters Resolved for Transition I and Transition II from Thermalunfolding Experiments for WT and Mutants in Absence of Calcium

a

ΔHm2a

Tm2

ΔG2° b

Tm1

ΔHm1

ΔG1° b

Protein

(kcal/mol)

(°C)

(kcal/mol)

(°C)

(Kcal/mol)

(kcal/mol)

ECAD/WT

44 ± 5

69.4 ± 0.7

3.0 ± 0.8

35 ± 0.9

52 ± 4

1.5 ± 0.3

ECAD/K14A

51 ± 5

70.1 ± 0.6

3.6 ± 0.2

34 ± 0.6

58 ± 7

1.6 ± 1.0

ECAD/K14E

44 ± 4

66.6 ± 0.8

2.8 ± 0.3

35 ± 0.4

68 ± 4

2.0 ± 0.1

ECAD/K14S

53 ± 5

70.2 ± 0.8

3.5 ± 0.6

34 ± 0.8

63 ± 7

1.7 ± 0.3

The value of ΔCp was fixed to 1kcal mol-1K-1.
25 °C.

b

ΔG° is the calculated value of the free energy change at
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Transition I- Unfolding of EC2: The melting temperatures of Transition I for WT, mutants
K14A K14E, and K14S were nearly identical. However, the resolved values of enthalpy change
for the three mutants were higher than for WT (ΔΔHm between 6 and 16 kcal/mol). Although the
difference in resolved values ΔHm was significant, there was no significant impact on free energy
change at 25 ºC.
In summary, based on the thermal unfolding studies results, there is no detectable effect
of mutations on the stability and the structure of proteins in the apo state.
III. D. Calcium Binding Studies
The influence of calcium on WT, K14A K14E, and K14S was observed by direct calcium
titrations monitored by circular dichroism spectroscopy. The CD signal for all four proteins
increased over the course of the calcium titration (Figure 2.6), and the resolved free energies
were close to the value resolved for titrations of WT (Table 2.3). This result suggests that the
mutations had very minimum impact on the calcium binding affinity.
1.0

0.9

CD Signal

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

-5

10

-4

10

Calcium Concentrition (M)

-3

10

Figure 2.6. Calcium titrations of the WT and mutants.
The CD signal data were obtained for WT (black), K14A (red), K14E (blue), and K14S (green). The lines were
simulated on the basis of parameters resolved from fits to eq1. Resolved free energies are showed in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3. Summary of Free Energy Changes Resolved from Fitting to the Adair Equation
Protein
ΔG° (kcal/mol)
WT
-5.9 ± 0.1
K14A

-5.9 ± 0.2

K14E

-5.8 ± 0.1

K14S

-5.9 ± 0.1

III. E. High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) Studies of Dimerization Kinetics
In order to investigate the effect of the X-interface mutations on the kinetics of
dimerization in E-cadherin, the effect of mutation of the positively charged (K14) to a
hydrophobic (K14A) or polar (K14S) was examined by using SEC under the calcium-saturated
condition. The concentration of protein samples WT, K14A, K14E, and K14S was 100 (±5) µM
in SEC buffer with 1 mM calcium and 3 mM TCEP. The HPLC mobile phase had an identical
composition. Chromatograms are shown in Figure 2.7. WT eluted at an intermediate retention
volume (2.456 mL) in a single peak indicating rapid kinetics of exchange between monomer and
dimer. In contrast, K14E, K14A, and K14S eluted in two distinct peaks implying slow exchange
between monomer and dimer. The dimers of K14E, K14A, and K14S eluted volumes 2.257 mL,
2.258 mL, and 2.255 mL, the monomers were eluted at volumes 2.483 mL, 2.484 mL, and 2.489
mL, respectively. These results suggest that the mutations had a dramatic impact on the kinetics
of dimer disassembly. Further, the identity of the substituted residue in position 14 (E, S or A)
was inconsequential; all mutants had the same effect on dimer exchange kinetics. Therefore, K14
is essential for dimerization and required for fast kinetics of dimerization.
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Figure 2.7. Evaluation of monomer-dimer exchange kinetics in the presence of calcium by SEC.
Samples of WT and mutants were analyzed in SEC buffer + 1 mM Ca2+. Protein concentrations were ~100 µM.

Further analysis of the chromatographic data yielded equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd) for
mutants K14E, K14A, and K14S in the presence of calcium using eq 3 and reported in Table 2.4.
The dissociation constant (Kd) of K14E was 91 ± 13 µM. Both K14A and K14S had a markedly
weaker dimer disassembly constants of 143 ± 10 µM for K14A and 155 ± 12 µM for K14S. The
literature value for the dissociation constant for dimerization of WT protein was 99 ± 16 µM 10.
As such, these Kd values for the 3 mutants were similar and close to the value for WT.
Table 2.4: The Equilibrium Dissociation Constants of WT, K14A, K14E, and K14S
Protein
Kd (µM)
WT
98.6 ± 15.5 a (1)
96.5 ± 10.6b (2)

a

K14E

91 ± 13

K14A

143 ± 10

K14S

155 ± 12

see reference10

b

see reference67

Taken together, characterization of mutants K14A, K14E, and K14S by utilizing various
spectroscopic methods confirmed that site-directed mutations did not alter the secondary
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structural folding the protein, calcium binding affinity, and the stability. However,
chromatographic studies showed that substitution of the residue at position 14 had profoundly
effect on dimerization kinetics in E-cadherin.
IV. DISCUSSION
The X-dimer structure was originally observed in crystallographic data in 199633. The
possibility that it had relevance to the function of cadherin in cell adhesion followed more than
two decades later in a seminal publication by Harrison et al

10

. By consideration of the Buried

Surface Area (BSA) at the interface between protomers in the X-dimer structure, they identified
residues from EC1-linker-EC2 region that are involved in stabilizing the X-dimer interface.
Based on BSA data, seven residues (K14, D138, Q101, D100, N143, R105, and E 199) were
identified in X-dimer interface of E-cadherin

10

. Among those residues, four noncovalent

interactions were identified at the X-dimer interface including intermolecular ionic interactions
between K14 and D138, and between R105 and E199. Further, two hydrogen bonds formed
between Q101 and D100, and Q101 and N143 (Table 2.4)

10

. NMR studies by Li et al also

defined these same seven residues, highlighting K14 and Q101 as key contacts at the X-dimer
interface 69.
Since discovery of this new dimeric interface, X-dimer, in classical cadherins, researchers
have focused their attention on finding the role of X-dimer in the cell adhesion. The requirement
for particular residues in the X-dimer interface were tested. The mutant Q101A/ N143A was
studied by Li et al and Hong et al using NMR experiments and a photoactivation and
coimmunoprecipitation assay. Their results demonstrated that the interaction of Q101A and
N143A was the inconsequential

72

. Therefore, K14 has been in the spotlight, and a rapidly

growing body of studies are emerging that focuses on only one of the four interaction, the ionic
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interaction between K14 and D138 in E-cadherin
cadherin

12, 74

10, 24, 69, 72, 74, 78

, N-cadherin

74, 75, 88

, and P-

using various technologies. Harrison et al studied the binding kinetics of K14E, a

charge-change mutant at position 14 10. This mutation targets one of the two intermolecular ionic
interactions by introducing a repulsive ionic interaction at the X-dimer interface. Through
surface plasmon resonance and chromatographic experiments, they found the K14E mutation
decreased the kinetics of exchange between monomer and dimer, and concluded that K14 was
required for rapid kinetics of strand-swapped dimerization. Based on their results, they suggested
a two-step model in which the X-dimer was a kinetically intermediate that facilitates the
conformational transition to the mature strand-swapped dimer structure

10

. Hong et al analyzed

K14E of E-cadherin in a photoactivation and coimmunoprecipitation assay 72. The data displayed
that the inactivation of X interface blocked the formation of dimers in cell-cell junctions. Li et al
investigated K14E of E-cadherin by relaxation dispersion NMR experiments, and observed that
the mutant decreased dimerization kinetics by four orders by disrupting the K14-D138 salt
bridge 69. Kudo et al studied X-dimer interface of human P-cadherin using antibody targeting the
K14E mutant. The results showed that the antibody inhibited the formation of X-dimer

12

. In

summary, all studies of the K14E mutant suggest that K14 is required for rapid kinetics
dimerization in classical cadherins.
Similar to the studies discussed above, Vunnam et al studied whether R14 is required for
rapid dimerization kinetics of N-cadherin by testing R14E mutant. The data from analytical sizeexclusion chromatography and bead aggregation experiments indicated that the R14E mutation
slows the rate of monomer dimer exchange, but does not affect the equilibrium binding constant,
an identical result as found for P- and E-cadherins as discussed above 75. Subsequently, in more
systematic studies, Vunnam et al found that R14 is not required, but rather, the kinetic penalty
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was due to glutamate in position 14. Thus, the X-dimer, if there is such a structure required for
dimerization by E-cadherin, does not require a positive charge in position 12.
Why does E in position 14 have confer a kinetic penalty? Is it due to the electrostatic
repulsion with residues in EC1? Or is a repulsive electrostatic effect with D137 presuming that
the X-interface in the form defined for E-cadherin exists? It is also possible that the local
structural perturbation in the AB loop creates a kinetic barrier to strand swapping? We don’t
know. To have a better understanding of the function of X-dimer in E-cadherin, we not only
tested the role of ionic interaction between K14 and D138 by substation of K to E, we also
systematic testing the role of H-bonding in by introduction of serine (S, H-bonding) and alanine
(A, neither H-bonding nor ionic interactions).
SDS-PAGE The purity and size of WT and mutants K14A, K14E, and K14S were
accessed by SDS-PAGE, all four proteins appeared as a clean single band indicating the high
purity of proteins and had a similar size. However, the migrated distances of all proteins stopped
at the position of 30,000 g/mol, indicating a difference from the predicted size (approximately
24,000 g/mol) based upon comparison with standard proteins. E-cadherins has historically
migrated in SDS-PAGE at MW greater than anticipated based on the primary structure.
UV Spectra UV Spectrometer was employed to inspect the protein folding and determine
the concentration of WT and mutant protein stocks after purification. UV spectra of WT and
mutants illustrated that the near identical absorbance implying they had the same concentration.
The special feature of tryptophan at 280 nm and 290 indicated mutations did not alter proteins
folding.
Fluorescence Spectra Fluorescence emission spectra were performed to access change
in the environment of intrinsic tryptophan at positions 2 (W2) and 59 (W59) of WT and mutants
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proteins. The results showed that the maxima emission of WT and mutants in the absence and
presence of calcium were very similar (Table 2.1). The maxima emission of K14A blue shifted 1
nm in the absence and presence calcium. The signal intensity of fluorescence of tryptophan of
WT, K14A, and K14S decreased 3.1%, 3.9%, and 5.3% respectively. In the contrast, K14E was
essentially unchanged. Taken together, the mutants did not change the environment of
tryptophan in the protein.
Circular Dichroism Spectra Circular dichroism spectra were used to investigate
structural changes in WT and mutants in the absence of calcium. The data of WT and mutants
illustrated that the typical β-sheet structure at the wavelength minimum at approximately 211
nm. The CD spectra of these four proteins were identical, which suggested the point mutations
did not change the secondary structure of the proteins.
Thermal Denaturation Thermal-unfolding studies were performed to analyze the effect
of K14A, K14E, and K14S mutations on the stability of the proteins in the presence of calcium.
Unfolding data were fit to the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation and resolved parameters are reported in
Table 2.2. The resolved CD data showed that WT, and mutants K14Aand K14S had similar
melting temperatures (Tm) which around 70°C for EC1; the melting temperature data for K14E
showed that it was approximately 2 °C less than other proteins suggesting that K14E was little
less stable than WT and other two mutants K14A and K14S. It may be due to electrostatic
repulsion of the mutation E in the AB loop. Although there was a small difference in melting
temperature comparing with WT, mutation did not have significantly impact on the stability.
Overall they all had the same stability in EC1, and in EC2. It is also interesting to note that the
unfolding transitions for EC1 are identical regardless of the calcium concentration.

This

indicates that calcium dissociates before EC1 unfolds, a circumstance we would expect given the
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high stability of EC1, and relatively lower stability of EC2.
Calcium binding studies The calcium-dependent change in the CD signal for WT,
K14A, K14E, and K14S were monitored by calcium direct titration. Representative calcium
titrations were shown in Figure 2.6 with resolved free energies of binding reported in Table 2.3.
The CD signal of four proteins increased while calcium was added. They all had similar binding
affinities with best-fit values of free energy change differing by only 0.1 kcal/mol, which
indicated that the mutations did not change calcium binding affinity.
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) studies of Dimerization Kinetics
HPLC was performed to study the effect of alanine, serine, and glutamate mutants of K14
on the kinetics of dimerization in E-cadherin in the presence of calcium. The chromatographic
results showed that K14A, K14E, and K14S had similar dimerization kinetics although three
substituted amino acids had different biophysical properties. Loss of lysine at the position 14 had
a profound effect on the rate of exchange between monomer and dimer. Regardless of whether
the mutation introduced electrostatic repulsion, H-bond, or no interaction. Therefore, these data
suggested that K14 plays an important role in X-dimer interface and is required for fast exchange
between monomer and dimer in E-cadherin, which supports the model originally prosed by
Harrison et al 110.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we demonstrated that K14 is required for rapid dimerization in E-cadherin.
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CHAPTER 3

THE ROLE OF CYSTEINE AND PROLINE IN ADHESIVE INTERFACE OF ECADHERIN
ABSTRACT
Cell adhesion by classical cadherins is mediated by dimerization of their EC1 domains
through the “swapping” of N-terminal β-strands. The N-terminal strand has 11 residues with
specific anchoring interactions at either end. At the N-terminal end, two interactions are critical
for strand-swapping: W2 is buried in the hydrophobic pocket of the partner protomer, and the Nterminus is in an ionic interaction with the side chain of E89. At the C-terminal end of the Nterminal strand, E11 is bound to calcium at the interdomain interface. Our laboratory’s interest in
the mechanism of strand-swapping has drawn our attention to the two amino acids adjacent to
E11, namely C9 and P10. Sequence comparison of the first 11 residues of three classical
proteins, E-, P, N-cadherin, shows that there is a high abundance of proline. In the first eleven
residues of the adhesive strand, three are prolines at positions 5, 6, and 10. Moreover, P5 and P6
form a break in the βA-strand, providing a hinge that mediates conformational change necessary
for strand swapping dimerization. In N- and E-cadherin, mutating P5 and/or P6 increased the
dimerization affinity 20-100 fold. Because of the special location of C9 and P10 at the strand
swapping interface and the unusual chemical properties of cysteine and proline, we focused our
studies on the role of the C9 and P10 in calcium-dependent dimerization of E-cadherin. C9 and
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P10 are also in a “hinge” region in the sense that they are directly adjacent to E11, a critical
calcium binding residue. Studies reported here of the C9A and P10A single mutants point out
that mutation of these residues can impact the stability of EC1 and EC2, the first two
extracellular domains, and dimerization affinity. These results support that the residues is the
βA-strand are critical for essential functions of cadherin. Studies of double mutants that test the
combined effects of the mutation of C9 and mutation of K14 contradict studies reported in
Chapter 2. The results that the effect of K14 mutations is dependent upon the residues leading
into E11.

I. INTRODUCTION
I. A. The sequence comparison of the first 20 amino acids of E-, P, and N-cadherin
The adhesive binding interaction occurs through exchange N-terminal βA-strands.
Comparing the sequence of the first 20 amino acids of E, P-, and N-cadherin, the prolines occur
in the higher abundance, 5 out of 20 residues are prolines shown in Figure 3.1. In the N-terminal
βA-strand, not only does proline occur in higher abundance, but also they locate at critical places,
the strand-swapping interface, where the adhesive dimerization occurs in E-, P-, and N-cadherin.
10

E-cad

DWVIPPISCPENEKGEFPKN

P-cad

EWVMPPIFVPENGKGPFPQR

N-cad

DWVIPPINLPENSRGPFPQE

Figure 3.1. Sequence comparison of the first 20 amino acids of E-, P-, and E-cadherin.
The sequence of the first 20 amino acids of E-cadherin (top row), P-cadherin (middle row), and
N-cadherin (bottom row).P:: Proline residue in E-, P-, and N-cadherin. Red underline indicates βA strand.
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I. B. Residues of N-terminal β strand in dimer interface
The fundamental mechanism of dimerization is achieved by exchange, or “swapping” of
N-terminal βA strands reciprocally between two partner molecules in classical cadherin. The Nterminal βA-strand spans residues 1-11, including the A*-strand that consist of residues 1-3, a
break at residues 4-6, and the A-strand comprising residues 7-11 (Figure 3.2).
N

A
*

Asp1
Trp
2
Ile4
Pro
Hinge 5 Pro
6
Ile 7
Ser8

A

Cys9
Pro10
Glu1

Figure 3.2. The diagram of amino acids residues and the location in the N-terminal βA-strand, swapped dimer
interface, of the WT E-cadherin.
The A* strand includes residues 1 to 3; A strand containing residue 7 to 11. Broken line indicates the site of P5 and
P6.

The binding interface, A*-strand, contains the conserved Trp residue at position 2 (W2).
W2 is associated with strand swapping by inserting the side chain into hydrophobic pocket of
adhesive partners 79. A break at residues 4-6 forms a hinge due to the prolines at positions 5 and
6 that have bulky side chains and reduced rotation around the phi bond and no amide hydrogen.
The A-strand comprises 7-11 residues, Ile7, Ser8, Cys9 (C9), Pro10 (P10), and Glu11 (E11). E11
is located at the base of βA- strand, and is another anchor point fixing β strand at the bottom
through its interaction with Ca2+ in sites 1 and 2.
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I. C. Proline.
Proline is one of 20 common amino acids that has distinctive structure of cyclic side
chain that incorporates the α-amine. Thus, it lacks a primary amine group; it the only amino acid
with secondary amine that is part of the ring structure (Figure 3.3). This unique structure is
important for the dynamics of proteins.

α

δ
γ

β

Figure 3.3. The chemical structure of proline.

When proline is in a peptide bond, the cyclic structure of side chain is bonded covalently
to the nitrogen of peptide group, inducing constraints on the peptide chain that confers
exceptional conformational rigidity in comparison to other amino acids due to its fixed dihedral
ϕ angle. Because proline lacks one hydrogen on the amide group, it cannot donate a hydrogen
bond to stabilize an α helix or a β sheet. Proline is rarely found in an α helix, it is often found at
the end of α helix or in turns or loops.
Unlike other amino acids which exist almost exclusively in the trans- form in
polypeptides, proline can adopt cis conformation more easily than other amino acids. It exists in
both cis and trans forms in peptides, which are nearly isoenergetic (Figure 3.4). The ability of
proline to undergo cis‐trans isomerization is important in protein folding 89.
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Figure 3.4. Isomerization Structures of Proline in the Peptides. The cis-peptides of proline (left)
and trans-peptides of proline. Blue arrow indicates dihedral ϕ angle. ϕ - to describe rotation about the NC(α) bond and involves the C(O)-N-C(α)-C(O) bonds 90.

I. D. Proline 5 and Proline 6
In WT E-cadherin, P5-P6 (pro-pro motif) in N-terminal strand prevents the formation of a
long “β-strand interface” since their backbone nitrogens cannot be hydrogen bond donors.
However, with the P5A P6A mutant of E-cadherin, high affinity (Kd(PPAA) = 3.7 ± 0.1 µM) 63 was
observed due to its increased interaction surface area relative to the WT protein (Kd = 96.5 ±
10.6 µM)39. The pro-pro motif in the hinge region mediates conformational changes necessary
for strand swapping 63. The similar result also obtained in N-cadherin, the double mutations P5A
and P6A resulted in a significantly increased binding affinity ~ 20-fold.
sheet act to control the equilibrium between monomer and dimer

91

86

. Prolines in the βA-

. In the mutants, the amide

bonds have a H that can be donated such that the swapped strands can hydrogen bond to each
other. H-bonding between the strands means the dimer structure is stabilized in the P5/P6
mutants relative to the monomer.
I. E. Conformational strain of proline
Prolines are involved in dimerization by mediating βA-strand exchange (Figure 3.5).
Prolines in βA-strand serve as conformational gatekeepers, regulating interconversion between
monomer and domain-swapped dimer forms 91.
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Swapped
dimer

Closed
Monomers
Try2

A*
Hn

A
Ca2+

C9
P10
E11

Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of the strand swapping process and resides at the hinge regions.
Two monomers are represented in their closed conformation on the left and as a strand swapped dimer
on the right. The three yellow stars between the domains indicate calcium ions. The A* strand is
colored in light green representing restudies 1-4, the A strand in dark green that includes residues 5-11.
Residues P5 and P6 at the hinge region where is in black dashed line. Trp2 is docked into its own
hydrophobic pocket. Residues C9 (pink), P10 (cobalt blue), and Glu11 (red) are also located the lower
part of hinge region.

Because of the location of C9 and P10 at the adhesive dimerization interface, and the
special role of P5 and P6 in the hinge region acting as a switch to regulate the dynamics of the
equilibrium between monomer and dimer, we want to explore whether C9 and P10 have
functional roles in formation of strand-swapped dimer and in dimerization kinetics.
I. F. Cysteine 9 and Proline 10
Proline is likely an important residue for strand swapping due its increased frequency in
hinge regions preceding swapped arms

91

. P10 is a conserved residue in classical cadherins

located at the base of A*/A strand. C9 is not a conserved residue, and is relatively hydrophilic
compared to the hydrophobic residues at that site in P- and N-cadherin. Thus, we want to study
the roles of C9 and P10 in formation strand-swapped dimer.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
II. A. Recombinant Plasmids Construction and Cloning
The construction of pET30 Xa/LIC plasmid (Novagen) containing the gene for the first
two ectodomains (EC1-linker1-EC2-linker 2 sequence; residues 1-219) of mouse epithelial
cadherin has been described elsewhere81. The original mouse E-cadherin gene sequence was
kindly provided by Dr. J. Engel (Biocenter, Basel, Switzerland). Recombinant plasmids were
transformed into BL21(DE3) cells for expression. To generate desired mutants, specific point
mutations of P10A and C9A were introduced into the wild type (WT) ECAD12 sequence by sitedirected mutagenesis by using Quickchange kit (Stratagene) with desired mutagenic primers.
Double mutants C9A/K14E, C9A/K14A and C9A/K14S were also produced. The presence of
mutations was confirmed by sequencing resultant plasmid DNA.
II. B. Protein Expression and purification
The production of WT, C9A, and P10A proteins followed a protocol identical to that
discussed in Chapter 2. The C9A/K14 mutant proteins were also cloned, expressed and purified
by the same protocol.
II.C. Gel Electrophoresis
The purity and size of each protein was assessed by sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) in 17% polyacrylamide gels with Coomassie
Blue staining. The molecular weights were estimated by comparing migration of bands with low
molecular weight standards by Fisher BiogeagentsTM EZ-RunTM Protein Marker.
II. D. UV spectra
To determine the concentration and assess folding of purified protein, UV spectra of
protein solutions were measured on a Cary 50 Bio UV-Vis spectrophotometer in a 1 cm x 1 cm
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quartz cuvette from 350 to 200 nm at room temperature. Protein concentrations were obtained
by absorbance measurements at 280 nm using extinction coefficients of 22,600 ± 400 M−1 cm−1
that is evaluated by amino acid composition using a molar absorption coefficient of 5540 M-1
cm-1 for tryptophan residues and 1480 M-1 cm-1 for tyrosine residues 81. Spectra reported here are
50 µM protein samples of WT, C9A and P10A in 10 mM HEPES, 140 mM NaCl, 3 mM TCEP
at pH 7.4.
II. E. Fluorescence spectra
Fluorescence emission (FL) spectral scans were performed on a PTI Quanta Master
fluorometer to investigate the calcium-dependent change in environment of proteins, the intrinsic
tryptophan fluorescence of W2 and W59, the two tryptophan residues in ECAD12. The
experiments were carried out in a 1 cm x 1 cm quartz cuvette at 25 °C. The excitation
wavelength was set at 292 nm, and emission of the protein samples was scanned from 295 to 410
nm with a 1 sec averaging time. Protein concentrations were 5 µM in 10 mM HEPES, 140 mM
NaCl, 3 mM TCEP at pH 7.4 (apo), or addition of 1mM calcium (calcium saturated).
II. F. Circular Dichroism Spectra
Circular Dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded by an Aviv model 202SF CD
spectrometer. Spectra were taken from 200 to 300 nm using a 0.5 mm path cuvette path length
cuvette with 5 s average time at 25 °C. The spectral changes were monitored in the absence and
presence of calcium. In order to ensure the protein samples were calcium free as an apo-protein,
5mM EGTA was added to protein samples. Protein solutions (60 µM) were scanned from 200 to
300 nm at rate of 1 nm/s. All spectral data were corrected for buffer signal (10 mM HEPES, 140
mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP at pH 7.4).
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II. G. Thermal-denaturation Studies
Thermal unfolding studies were employed an AVIV 202SF circular dichroism (CD)
spectrometer. All thermal unfolding experiments were performed using a quartz cuvette with 1
cm path length fitted with a screw top through which the temperature probe was inserted. The
temperature ramp rate was 1 °C/min with a 30 sec to 1 min equilibration time with a 5 sec
acquisition time at a fixed wavelength (229 nm) with stirring. The temperature range was from
15 to 90 °C. The Gibbs Helmholtz equation (eq 1) was used to analyze the data, in which ΔCp is
the change in the heat capacity change over the transition, ΔHm, is the enthalpy at the melting
temperature, Tm 83.
!

ΔG = ΔHm 1 − !

!

!

+ ΔCp (𝑇 − 𝑇! − 𝑇𝑙𝑛 ! )
!

(1)

II.H. Calcium Binding Studies
Direct calcium titrations were monitored by CD and fluorescence emission (FL)
spectroscopy to monitor the impact of the mutations on calcium binding affinity. Protein
concentrations are 2.5 µM in 140 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4. The titrations were
conducted by addition of small volumes at 4 different concentrations, 1 mM, 10 mM, 100 mM,
and 1.0 M. For each addition of calcium, a CD spectrum was recorded from 220 to 300 nm. CD
data at wavelength between 227 and 235 nm were analyzed as individual titration curves. In
calcium titration monitored by fluorescence emission, emission spectra were recorded from 295
to 410 nm with the excitation wavelength set at 292 nm. The calcium titration data were fitted to
a model of equal and independent binding shown in eq 2
! !

!
𝑌 = !!!

!!

(2)

where 𝑌 is the fraction of saturation and Ka is the calcium association constant. To accommodate
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the experimental data without prior normalization, the function used for fitting the data is shown
in eq 3
F(X) = baseline apo + 𝑌 × span

(3)

where the apo and saturated baselines are linear functions and the span is the difference between
them.
II. I. High Performance Liquid Chromatography
Analytical Size-Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) was employed to evaluate the kinetics
of monomer-dimer equilibria in the present of calcium. These experiments were performed with
ZORBAX GF-250 4.6 x 250 mm column (Agilent Technologies) using an Agilent 1100 high
performance liquid system with UV absorbance detection at 280 nm and a 0.5 mL/min flow rate.
The protein concentration of three primary constructs WT, C9A and P10A was 100 µM with 1
mM Ca2+ and 3 mM TCEP. The injection volume was 5 µL. The mobile phase contained 140
mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM Ca2+, and 3 mM TCEP at pH 7.4. This buffer will be referred
to as SEC buffer herein. The height of the peaks was monitored at 280 nm as the level of
monomer and dimer. Dimerization was observed at a distinct elution volume. Fraction of
monomer and dimer were calculated based on peak heights. Concentration of monomer was
calculated based on the fraction monomer times the initial protein concentration. Kd was
calculated according to eq 3.
Kd =

[!]!
[!]

; [𝐷] =

[𝑀]𝑜 −[𝑀]
2

(3)

III. RESULTS
III. A. GetArea
GetArea

92

is a program that analytically calculates the solvent accessibility of protein
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residues by rolling a sphere the diameter of a water molecule (0.14 nm) over the surface of a 3D
structure of a given protein (PDB coordinates). This software generates data indicating the
percentage of each amino acid residue in a protein that is accessible to water, including backbone
and side chain atoms. As depicted in Table 3.1, the side chain atoms of the C9 only has 5.7
percent accessibility to water on the surface, indicating that it is buried in the interior of protein.
This data indicates that the C9 position is not available for the formation disulfide bond in the
closed ECAD12 monomer. However, it is possible that in the strand-swapped structure, the side
chain of C9 is exposed and covalent dimer results. In addition, notice that the hydrophobic side
chain of P10 is exposed. It is interesting to note that the side chains of P5 and P6 are also
exposed based on the result from the assessment. Nevertheless, exposure of hydrophobic side
chains is atypical.
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Table 3.1: Accessibility of Protein Residues
Probe radium: 1.400
Residue

Total

Apolar

Backbone

Sidechain

Ratio(%)

In/Out
O

MET

-1

169.15

148.25

21.24

147.91

93.4

ASP

1

43.78

24.65

0.29

43.48

38.4

TRP

2

30.19

22.71

7.48

22.71

10.1

i

VAL

3

121.39

120.40

7.30

114.09

93.3

o

ILE

4

33.21

8.44

28.01

5.20

3.5

i

PRO

5

101.87

101.55

8.29

93.58

89.0

o

PRO

6

102.91

85.06

19.78

83.13

79.0

o

ILE

7

27.32

27.32

6.92

20.40

13.9

i

SER

8

67.91

30.32

17.71

50.20

64.9

o

CYS

9

6.13

0.34

0.34

5.79

5.7

i

PRO

10

54.04

53.75

0.29

53.75

51.1

o

GLU

11

1.11

0.00

1.11

0.00

0.00

i

The results for closed ECAD12 monomer with an extra Methionine (shown as residue -1).
The data of the C9 position is highlighted in blue and suggests that its side chain is buried. (GetArea 92).

The side chain of E11 is completely buried, as we would expect since the side chain
carboxylate chelates calcium ions in both sites 1 and 2. As such, in the calcium-saturated
structure, there is no access for the theoretical water molecule that rolls over the surface to access
that side chain.
III. B. Gel electrophoresis
SDS-PAGE was performed on the purified protein samples to assess the presence of
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smaller contaminating protein fragments (Figure 3.5). As indicated by the top three dark bands
of lanes 2 through 4, the protein samples were all very pure. There were some faint bands of
further migrating peptides, indicative of the smaller sized cleavage products, but this population
was minimal. The primary bands were composed exclusively of the monomer due to the
denaturation of all secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures by SDS. This high degree of
purity in the protein stocks helped to ensure the integrity of our further analyses. Note that
ECAD constructs typically migrate at ~ 30,000 Da, which is slower (larger) than it should
migrate (MW ~24,000 Da). This phenomenon has been noted previously for acidic proteins. The
reason the P10A does not migrate at the same apparent size as C9A and WT might be the due t
differences in the association of SDS or the protein did not unfolded completely.

Std

WT

C9A

P10A

kDa
66

35

kDa
30
24

25

1

2

3

Figure 3.6. SDS PAGE Results of WT and mutants.
Lane 1 contains a standard used as a reference to gauge the relative sizes of the various protein
samples. Lanes 2, 3, and 4 contain samples of WT, C9A, and P10A protein, respectively.
The MW of P10A was confirmed by Mass Spectrometry.

III. C. Characterization
III. C. 1. Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy
As depicted in Figure 3.7 there are no significant differences between WT and the
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mutated C9A and P10A mutants. The similarity in the shapes of the proteins’ spectra indicate
uniformity in overall protein structure. All three samples exemplify the typical shape of folded
ECAD12 protein with characteristic peaks due to tryptophan residues around 280 and 290 nm,
suggesting that the mutations do not alter the protein conformation.

Figure 3.7. Absorbance of UV-Vis Spectra for WT, mutants C9A, and P10A.
Black line represents WT, red line indicates C9A, and blue line illustrates as P10A.
WT and mutants have identical spectra. The shape of the spectra indicate that the tyrosine
and tryptophan are in folded proteins.

III. C. 2. Fluorescence (FL) Spectroscopy
In this experiment, the proteins are in their monomeric form because the protein
concentration is only 5% of the Kd 74. In addition, in the apo samples, the lack of Ca2+ would
further diminish dimerization. ECAD has two tryptophans, W2 and W59. Both are partially
buried. In this apo state, the W2 is docked in its own hydrophobic pocket, and therefore not
accessible to water (10.1 % exposure of side chain; GetArea 92; 1ff5.pdb 48). W59 is not buried
in a hydrophobic pocket, but is sufficiently shielded by neighboring residues that its side chain is
only 36.7 % exposed (GetArea

92

; 1ff5.pdb

48

). Thus, we expect spectra to be the sum of the
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emission from W2 and from W59. If the tryptophans were exposed, the wavelength of maximum
signal should be in the 350 nm range. If they are completely buried they should be in the 320 nm
range 62. The wavelength of maximum emission occurs at about 330 nm, an intermediate value
as expected for the WT proteins. For all three protein stocks, the emission scan (see Figure 3.8
and Table 3.2) showed that the tryptophans are partially buried, consistent with the expectation
based on the solvent accessible surface area. Finally, the spectra look identical, indicating that
the mutations do not change their solvent accessible surface area.

Figure 3.8. FL Spec Emission Scan of WT and mutants C9A and P10A.
Black lines represent WT, blue lines represent C9A, and green lines represent P10A. The hollow
symbol represents protein is in Apo state, solid symbol represents Ca2+ saturated state (solid).

In the Ca2+ condition, the presence of the calcium cation causes a conformational change
that changes the environment of the tryptophans. Only minimal strand-swapped dimer forms
since the protein concentration is 1/20 of the Kd for dimerization. Interestingly, the wavelength
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maximum does not change, but there is a small change in the level of signal for WT and C9A.
P10A has no calcium dependent change in its steady state fluorescence signal. Analyses of the
emission scan for the apo and Ca2+ conditions are reported in Table 3.2. The similarity of
fluorescence results for the Ca2+ and apo conditions in WT, C9A, and P10A samples indicate that
the mutations do not significantly change the local environment of the W2 and W59 residues in
the monomeric.
Table 3.2: Summary of Relevant Values from Fluorescence Emission Spectraa
λ max (nm)

Intensity (cps)

333

Center of Mass
(nm)
345.0

w/ Ca

332

344.9

62,077

Apo

334

345.2

61,942

w/ Ca2+

332

345.0

59,837

Apo

333

345.1

57,445

w/ Ca2+

332

344.9

57,226

Apo
WT
C9A
P10A

2+

64,011

a

λ max is the wavelength with the maximum intensity. The Center of Mass is the wavelength for which
half of the intensity is above it and below it.

III. D. Calcium Binding Studies
The calcium-dependent changes in CD spectra were monitored for WT, C9A and P10A
in direct calcium titrations. The CD signal for these three proteins increased over the course of
the calcium titration (Figure 3.9). The resolved free energy changes for WT and mutants were
resolved from fitting to the Adair Equation (eq 2) and displayed a difference between WT and
mutants (Table 3.3). P10A exhibited a significantly lower free energy change than WT,
indicating that this mutation significantly decreased the calcium binding affinity. However, the
degree of saturation of sites at 1 mM calcium differs from 96% saturated in WT to 90% saturated
in P10A, likely a trivial difference.
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Figure 3.9. Calcium titrations of the WT and mutant.
The CD signal data were obtained for WT (black), C9A (red), P10A (blue). The lines were simulated on the basis of
parameters resolved from fits to eq1. Resolved free energies are showed in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3. Summary of Free Energy Changes Resolved from Fitting to the Adair Equation
Protein
ΔG° (kcal/mol)
WT
-5.9 ± 0.2
C9A

-5.7 ± 0.1

P10A

-5.4 ± 0.1

III. E. Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy
The CD spectra are typical for proteins that are predominantly β-sheet structures. They
display a local minimum at about 210 nm (Figure 3.9). When calcium binds the signal at 210 nm
becomes less negative. This trend has been observed for N-cadherin in previous studies from our
laboratory
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. Congruity of CD spectral results for WT, C9A, and P10A in Ca2+ and apo

conditions indicates similar overall secondary structures, and that all three proteins bind calcium.
In recent studies on N-cadherin, we have been able to track the observed spectral change to the
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formation of dimeric structures (data from S. Davila, unpublished). This explanation for the
spectral change is valid in this experiment because the concentration of protein was 100 µM, a
level equivalent to the dimer dissociation constant for WT protein. As such, we expect that the
ECAD proteins in these spectra are approximately half dimer and half monomer in solution. It is
also important to note that we have observed this “calcium-dependent” trend in solutions with
only 5 µM protein, a far lower level such that would mean far less dimer would form. As such,
we cannot assign some degree of spectral change due to the two separate events. In this case,
however, the spectral change is a combination of both a spectral change upon calcium binding
and a spectral change from dimer formation.

Figure 3.9. CD Spectra of WT, C9A, and P10A.
Disparate absorption of R-CPL and L-CPL was collected over a wavelength range of 200-280 nm. WT (black),
C9A (red), and P10A (blue) have coinciding CD spectral results. Opened is in Apo state, Solid is Ca-saturated
state.
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II. F. Thermal unfolding studies
The results of thermal denaturation studies of WT and mutants in the absence and
presence calcium showed the CD signal becomes more negative as the protein unfolds (Figure
3.10). This phenomenon that has been observed for all unfolding transitions for N- and Ecadherin constructs studied in our laboratory (c.f. 50, 62, 93). This trend is contrary to expectations
for a β-sheet to random coil transition

94

. A possible explanation for this trend is that the

unfolded state is actually a polyproline-type structure 95. Additionally, it is clear that the addition
of calcium moves the midpoint of the first transition to a higher Tm, while there is no change
observed in the second transition.

Figure 3.10. T-melt data of WT, C9A, and P10A.
Emission of CPL were collected as the proteins were denatured
from a temperature of 15 °C to 95 °C.
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Table 3.4. T-melt Parameters for WT, C9A, and P10A
Domain

EC2 (Transition 1)

EC1 (Transition 2)

Protein

ΔHm1 (kcal/mol)

Tm1 (°C)

ΔHm2
(kcal/mol)

Tm2 (°C)

WT

73 ± 11

33.0 ± 0.5

56 ± 2

69.2 ± 0.2

C9A

86 ± 7

33.6 ± 0.2

59 ± 1

70.9 ± 0.1

P10A

100 ± 13

39.6 ± 0.5

------

------

Extensive studies on our laboratory have confirmed that the first transition is from
unfolding of EC2 and the second transition is the unfolding of EC1. The thermal unfolding
transitions of the proteins in the apo condition can be fit to the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation to
resolve Tm and ΔHm values. The value for ΔCp is fixed to 1 kcal/(molK). As indicated by the
consistency in Tm and ΔHm values for WT and C9A shown in Table 3.3, the C9A mutation has
no apparent effect on the stability of the protein. There are no significant changes in stability of
EC1 where the mutation lies or in EC2, indicating that the unfolding pathway of the C9A mutant
is unaltered from the normal WT unfolding pathway.
Conversely, the P10A mutation has an overt effect on the stability of both transitions.
Transition 1 is stabilized in the P10A mutant, evidenced by the increase in the Tm value for EC2
(Table 3.3), interesting given that the mutation is in EC1. In transition 2, it is obvious that EC1 is
also affected by the P10A mutation. Transition 1 shows an unfolding profile with a very low
enthalpy, indicating that the mutation creates at least one intermediate in the unfolding pathway.
This implies a minimum of a 3-state unfolding transition, rather than a 2-state unfolding
transition present in WT and C9A mutated proteins. The lack of an unfolded baseline for EC1
means that we cannot fit the transition to resolve enthalpy change of unfolding or the melting
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temperature. In conclusion, the P10A mutation has a profound impact on EC1 and also on EC2
likely propagated through the charged amino acids in the empty calcium sites.
III. G. Size Exclusion Chromatography by High Performance Liquid Chromatography
Chromatographic studies were analyzed by using an Agilent 1100 high performance
liquid system with UV absorbance detection at 280 nm. The absorbance profiles of WT and
mutant C9A and P10A exhibited near identical of chromatograms, a single peak with elution
volume at 2.455 mL, 2.455 mL, and 2.454 mL respectively (Figure 3.11). There was very
minimal difference in elution volume, only 0.001mL. These data indicated that WT and mutants
had the fast equilibrium kinetics exchange in monomer and dimer.

Figure 3.11. High performance liquid chromatogram profiles of WT, C9A and P10A.
Black line represented WT, blue line indicated mutants C9A, and green line implied P10A.
Protein concentrations were 100 mM in SEC buffer with 1 mM Ca2+ and 3 mM TCEP.

The concentration present in the samples is equivalent to the Kd for dimerization for WT
according to a reported value (~ 100 µM), so the samples are at the most 50 percent dimer when
they were injected on the column. The abundance of each species is dynamic as monomers
associate into dimers and then dissociate back into monomers. Also, this chromatographic
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technique dilutes sample, so the actual concentration of protein when the sample elutes is ~ 0.3 x
the original concentration. This dilution will decrease the fraction of dimer leading to an elution
volume closer to that expected for monomer. The overwhelming similarity between WT, C9A,
and P10A chromatograms, reveal that the induced mutations do not significantly change the
formation of dimer.
Following this study of single mutants of WT E-cadherin (EC1 –EC2), we undertook
studies of a series of double mutants, C9A/K14A, C9A/K14S and C9A/K14E. These proteins
allowed us to study the importance of K14 in rapid kinetics of dimerization without the concern
for covalent dimer formation (C9-C9 disulfides).
IIV. Gel electrophoresis
SDS-PAGE was performed on the purified C9A/K14A, C9A/K14S and C9A/K14E
protein samples to assess the presence of smaller contaminating protein fragments (Figure 3.5).
As indicated by the top five dark bands of lanes 1 through 5, the protein samples were all very
pure. There were some faint bands of further migrating peptides, indicative of the smaller sized
cleavage products, but this population was minimal. The primary bands were composed
exclusively of the monomer due to the denaturation of all secondary, tertiary, and quaternary
structures by SDS. This high degree of purity in the protein stocks helped to ensure the integrity
of our further analyses. Note that ECAD constructs typically migrate at ~ 30,000 Da, which is
slower (larger) than it should migrate (MW ~24,000 Da). This phenomenon has been noted
previously for acidic proteins. The reasons were explained on page 65.
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Figure 3.12. SDS PAGE Results of WT and mutants.
Lane 1 contains a standard used as a reference to gauge the relative sizes of the various protein samples. Lane 1
indicates WT, lane 2 implies C9A mutant, lane 3, 4, and 5 represent C9A/K14A, C9A/K14E and C9A/K14S
proteins respectively.

V. Analytical size exclusion chromatography studies
Analytical size exclusion chromatography was used to study the kinetics of dissociation
of dimer in the C9A/K14A, C9A/K14S and C9A/K14E double mutants (Figure 3.13). The
results of SEC profile illustrated that C9A and C9A/K14S eluted as a single peak with elution
volume at 13.92 mL and 13.93 mL, respectively, indicating C9A and C9A/K14S were identical
and had a fast exchange rate between monomer and dimer. C9A/K14A and C9A/K14E eluted as
two peaks implying the slow kinetics of the monomer-dimer interconversion. The dimers of
C9A/K14A and C9A/K14E eluted 12.73 mL and 12.71 mL respectively; the monomers of both
C9A/K14A and C9A/K14E eluted at 13.98 mL. First, notice that the elution volumes for C9A
and C9A/K14S are between the monomer and dimer elution volumes, consistent with an
intermediate size. This result supports the interpretation that for those two proteins the monomer
and dimers forms are in fast exchange. Second, notice that the monomer and dimer forms of
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C9A/K14E and C9A/K14A are in slow exchange, yielding two peaks. From the peak heights, we
calculated the apparent equilibrium constants for dimerization (C9A/K14A Kd = 330 uM,
C9A/K14E Kd = 330 uM). If consistent with the trend for WT and the K14 mutants, then these
data would indicate that the C9A mutation decreases the binding affinity by a factor of 3. This is
a very large effect, and beyond the scope of the effect from the decrease in the calcium binding
affinity.
Finally, and importantly, these SEC data show that the effect of mutation of K14 is
context-dependent. In other words, in the double mutant constructs, the actual mutation matters,
not just the loss of K. This result on the double mutants leads to a more nuanced interpretation of
the X-dimer question.

Figure 3.13. Analytical size exclusion chromatography of C9A, C9A/K14A, C9A/K14E, C9A/K14S
Black line represents C9A, red line indicates C9A/K14A blue line implies C9A/K14E, green represent
C9A/K14S.
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VI. Discussion
Following extensive research into the structure of the mutated C9A and P10A proteins,
our data revealed little evidence of change due to mutations of the “hinge” residues. UV-Vis
absorbance scans, FL emission scans, and CD scans all showed highly similar results between
the structures of mutated ECAD12 and WT ECAD12 proteins. This similarity indicates that the
mutations did not significantly disrupt the fundamental folding and structure of the proteins.
For the estimation of the molecular weight of purified proteins, WT, C9A, and P10A by
SDS-PAGE, the results of WT and C9A proteins displayed a shorter migrated distance (30,000
g/mol) than the predicted position (24,000 g/mol) as expected based on the computed molecular
weight. The reason was discussed in previous chapter. The big surprise was P10A migrated to
the expected size based on its molecular weight. This phenomenon has not been seen before for
the ECAD12 construct, regardless of the mutant or WT. To confirm the molecular weight of
P10A, we analyzed a sample by mass spectrometry and found that the protein was indeed a
mutant of ECAD.
For the studies of the thermal denaturation EC1 and EC2 of C9A, the data showed there
was no indication of the mutation’s effect on structure and stability, suggesting that this mutant
behaved like WT. However, for P10A, there was a profound effect on the stabilities of both EC1
and EC2 domains. The P10A mutation caused the apparent addition of an intermediate in the
unfolding pathway of EC1, and an increase in stability of EC2. Also, it is important to note that
the mutation is in EC1, but had an effect upon both EC2 and EC1.
How can a mutation in EC1 affect the stability or function of EC2? There is no calcium
added in the thermal denaturation experiment, so stability differences are through space effects,
likely due to electrostatics in the interfacial region where calcium would bind. Is this referred
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effect of mutation in EC1 due solely to a change in the disposition of E11? It is possible given
the importance of that residue for calcium binding and dimerization; however, there are 8 acidic
residues in the interfacial region.
In study of calcium binding, C9A and P10A mutations in the βA-strand swapping
interface severely decreased the calcium binding affinity. Neither mutation is in the calciumbinding site, but they affect the interfacial region, and therefore the binding affinity. C9A
conferred a lesser effect and P10A had a greater effect upon calcium binding affinity. This larger
effect from the P10A mutation is likely due to its close proximity to E11, a critical calcium
binding residue.
The kinetics of dimerization for WT, C9A and P10A were assessed by SEC-HPLC. The
chromatograms showed an overwhelming similarity between WT, C9A and P10A. All three
proteins exhibited a single peak with near identical elution volume, 2.455 mL. However, the
C9A/K14 double mutants yielded insight into the effect of the C9A mutation on dimerization
affinity. First, notice that the elution volumes for C9A and C9A/K14S are between the monomer
and dimer elution volumes, consistent with an intermediate size and rapid kinetics of exchange
(Figure 3.12). This result supports the interpretation that for those two proteins the monomer and
dimer forms are in fast exchange. Second, notice that the monomer and dimer forms of
C9A/K14E and C9A/K14A are in slow exchange, yielding two peaks. From the peak heights, we
calculated the apparent equilibrium constants for dimerization (C9A/K14A Kd = 330 µM,
C9A/K14E Kd = 330 µM). If consistent with the trend for WT and the K14 mutants, then these
data would indicate that the C9A mutation decreases the binding affinity by a factor of 3. This is
a very large effect, and beyond the scope of the effect of the decrease in the calcium binding
affinity upon dimer formation in C9A.
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Finally, and importantly, these SEC data show that the effect of mutation of K14 is
context-dependent. In other words, in the double mutant constructs, the actual mutation matters,
not just the loss of K. This result on the double mutants leads to a more nuanced interpretation of
the X-dimer question. A brief distillation of this topic is in the following Conclusion section.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the studies, we investigated the role of C9 and P10 at the hinge region of the strandswapped interface by studying mutants C9A and P10A. The characterization studies by using
spectral measurement proved that C9A and P10A mutation were properly folded. The thermal
unfolding studies of P10A showed an usual unfolding profile, a single transition for EC1, seen in
N-cadherin unfolding profile. The mutation affected the protein’s stability.
Calcium binding studies showed that C9A and P10A mutations decreased the calcium
binding affinity, implying the sensitivity of the calcium binding affinity to residues near the
binding interface, but neither C9 or P10 is directly involved in binding calcium ions. In spite of
the significant change in the thermal denaturation for P10A and calcium binding affinity by C9A
and P10A, the mutations had no effect on the kinetics of dimerization; both mutants eluted as a
single peak like WT, having a rapid kinetics of dimerization.
The SEC data for double mutants C9A/K14A, C9A/K14E, and C9A/K14S showed that
the identity of the residue in position 14 dictates the dimerization kinetics. C9A/K14S and C9A
had fast dimerization kinetics, whereas C9A/K14A and C9A/K14E displayed slow rate of
exchange in monomer and dimer. These data contrast the results of the studies reported in
Chapter 2.
Mutations in βA strand affect the stability and calcium binding and dimerization affinity.
Double mutants at K14 and C9 displayed characteristics of both mutation types: lower affinity,
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and slow kinetics. Interestingly, only K14A and K14E displayed slow kinetics of dimer
exchange in the double mutants. The C9A/K14S mutation was in fast exchange! This indicates
that the effect of the K14 mutation depends on the context in EC1. These current data support the
extensive studies from our lab on N-cadherin R14 mutants in which K14A and K14S were in fast
exchange. Table 3.5 compiles the combined data for comparison purposes.

Table 3.5. Summary of kinetics of WT, mutants in the X-dimer interface and βA-strand
Mutation

ECAD-WT

ECAD-C9A

NCAD-WT

K/R14A

SLOW

SLOW

FAST

K/R14E

SLOW

SLOW

SLOW

K/R14S

SLOW

FAST

FAST

These data argue that the context of the βA-strand and the AB loop directly affect the
interpretation of the role of K14 in the X-dimer interface. Overall, these findings help us
understand how and why ECAD functions the way it does. Understanding ECAD is of upmost
importance because malfunctioning ECAD can have dire consequences, as is the case with
epithelial-mesenchymal transition, a hallmark of metastatic cancer. Further studies on ECAD and
all types of cadherin will hopefully bring us even closer to understanding all aspects of cadherin
function and aid us in preventing harmful consequences of cadherin malfunction.
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